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1. INTRODUCTION & SUMMARY

The objective of this SBIR Phase I study is to design an Operations

.Vonitoring Assistant (O.\L! vstem for supporting Corps (;3 Operation

personnel in monitoring operations and assessing the impact of events on the

current operations plan.

The research effort consisted of:

" Gaining an understanding of corps level operations monitoring

- Interaction with Army officers (Active and retired)

- Study of Field \lanuals and other pertinent documents

- Study of scenarios

- Observatior. of a Command Post Exercise ({PX

-Analysis of other battle management projects in ADS. BDM. and

elsewhere.

- Identifying desirable features for an OMA system.

" Reviewing applicable Al technology such as:

- Planning

- Representation of knowledge

- Reasoning mechanisms ie.g.. inferencing)

- Kruowie(ie- :)lt ((i \,*cin colr)i

- User-machine interface

" l)esigning an O%.k system

- Plan representations

- Situation appraisal representation,

I-I



- Reasoning processes to note:

-- Differences

Opportunities

Nki-k "s' iit 1011OI-

- Mixed-initiative

- Control

- Lser interface

The approach did not explicitly include hardware or embedding the O\IA system

into current or future Army command and control systems.

8ection 2 of this report. supported by Appendices A and B. provides insight

into the problem of developing an O\L\ system from both the G3 operations staff

perspective and the technology application perspective. Section 3 presents the

results of our considerations ot mapping various technological constructs onto the

operations monitoring domain, a design of an ONLA system. This design is meant

to be a starting point for building an ON.LA system in Phase I1. using the typical

Al expert system building paradigm of constructing a "'bare-bones" prototype

and then evolving it to a capable system by using it on increasingly complex

simulated operations monitoring problems to refine and extend its design. The

main body of the report concludes in Section 4, a short description of O.MA
system development plans. Appendix A presents an abstract scenario situation

used in our study and Appendix B presents summary statements about the

various components of Al planning technology.
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2. OPERATIONS MONITORING ASSISTANT

-- SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The primary purpose oi t our re-earc h P, -( provide a desigr or an

interactive operations monitoring assistant man-computer system for use at the

corps level by the G3 and his staff. Figure 2-1 abstractly indicates the major

functions of concern to operations monitoring. There are two major components

of understanding of the OMA systems development problem on which our design

will be based. The first is understanding the functional tasks that it must

perform, or aid the G3 staff in performing. The second is collecting and

understanding the technologies applicable to performing these functions. This

chapter is divided into two major subsections that respectively provide insight

into the problem from the militarY domain perspective and from the technology

perspective.

D 3FRAG ORDER,
COMMANDER, G3, STAFF OPERATIONS ORDER

CHANGE DIRECTIVE

QUERIES EXPLANATIONS

CONCLUSIONS ABOUT CURRENT OPERATIONS
AND OPERATIONS ORDER

SITUATION APPRAISAL PAINDE

AND ORDERE

DYNAMIC INFORMATION
COLLECTION AND DISPLAY STATIC DATA

(E.G., SITREPS) (E.G., TERRAIN, EQUIPMENT
CAPABILITY, TACTICS)

Figure 2-1: Operations Nlonitoriniz Concept
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2.1 DOMAIN PERSPECTIVE OF OPERATIONS MONITORING

Operations monitoring by the Operations Division of the Corps G3

Operations Staff. abstractly stated. comparing the current corps* subordinate and

supportin g forces' operations with the planned operations for the purpose of

identitving wrien chianges in the pianned operations of own forces should be

made. as indicated in Figure 2-1. 'small" changes would be initiated by the

Current Operations Division. while needs for more long term changes might be

considered by the Plans Division.

2.1.1 Breadth of Operations Monitoring

In practice operations monitoring is an integral part of controlling the

current operations of approximately 50.000 soldiers and their 15.000 vehicles of a

variety of types, organized into a hierarchical Corps organization. These corps

resources are supported by additional thousands of personnel and equipment

e.g.. Tactical Air Force) and work In coordination %kith adjacent forces (e.g..

other U.S or NATO corps). The corps may be in conflict with an adversary with

a third up to three or more times the corp's resources. Thus corps level

operations monitoring is necessarily comprised of a complex. multi-faceted set of

activities and reasoning processes.

Major bodies of facts, knowledge and procedures used in monitoring and

orchestrating coordinated operations of all friendly force units include those listed

in Table 2-1.

2.1.2 Use of Planning Information in Operations Monitoring

'he. pmrtlal I-, ist T:0!- 2-1 , , , cre i- :i 7nvriad o ' concepts and

details that the Operations staff must have organized in the forefront of their

minds, or immediately available, to be effective in monitoring and controlling the

corps resources. One of the most important requirements for the monitoring

function is a thorough understanding of the planning factors that were considered

in developing the current Operations Order. as indicated in Figure 2-2. In

developing the Operations Order the Operations taff typically would consider

the probable objectives, tactics. operations and style of command of units one

and two levels below them (i.e.. division and brigade) and any special supporting

2-2



Table 2-1: Operations Monitoring Factors

- EA(" objectives

- E-A guidelines

- Corps mission and objectives

- Corps Commander's guidance

Assumptions

- Constraints

Special instructions

- Assigned Corps resources

- Supporting forces (probably) available

- Missions. objectives and guidance assigned
to next lower subordinate commands

- Principles of war

- Objective

- Offensive

- Mass

- Economy of force

- Maneuver

Unity of command

- Security

- Surprise

Simplicity

- IETT-T

Mission

Enemy

Terrain and weather

Troops available

- Time
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Table 2-1: Operations Monitoring Factors icont.)

- COCOA

- Critical terrain features

- Obstacles Cover and concealment

- Observation and fields of fire

-- Avenues of approach

- Typical TO&E for own forces and enemy forces

- Standard tactics. operations and unit capabilities
(e.g., as contained in the scores of field manuals)

- Equipment characteristics

- Current estimates of actual TO&Es

- Current estimates of units' locations, activities
and capabilities

- Current Operations Plan or Operations Order, current
FRAGOs

- Superior, adjacent, subordinate and support Commanders'
styles of operations

- Data and information received in formal reports (e.g.. operational
Situation Report, Periodic Intelligence Report, Periodic Logistics
Report, Personnel Status Report)

- Data and information received via radio command and
control channels

- Data and information attained through face to face

meetings and conferences

- Estimation of engagement outcomes

- Estimation ol resupply rates

2-4



units that may be expected to play a key role because of factors special to tile

current situation. Thus. they may consider, in detail, the outcome of whIat they

perceive as likely engagements. However the purpose of this planning analysis is

to ascertain the organic and -upportinw resources, and timing, they should assign

to specific missions they specify to attain the corps' objectives. They will usually

refrain from telling the subordinate and supporting commanders what tactics and

activities to use in performing their assigned missions. However during execution

they will expect that subordinate and supporting forces will report the types oT

operations and activities they are conducting, as well as their effectiveness and

results. These reports combined with a thorough understanding of the plan

enable tile Operations staff to form expectations of future situations. activities

and performance that expedite the assimilation and analysis of future report_-.

Since many factors are likely io change between the time of planning and

execution time. and because the subordinate commander will have more detail

about his operational environment and his own personal style, many activities are

likely to occur at division and brigade levels that were not explicitly planned or

considered by the corps Operations staff.

Thorough planning analysis leads to a "working plan" that is only partially

recorded on greaseboards. clipboards, maps, and computer files. The "'working

plan" is integrated in the Operations staff's heads in accordance with their

understanding of the hierarchy of goals. constraints and plans; and the myriad oi'

MISSiON OWN FORCES INTELLIGENCE TERRAIN ANG

ANALYSIS ASSESSM(NI ESTIMATES WEATHER EFFECTS

A

RNALVSP S Or SELECT COURSE PRRRANtI MONITOR
GENERATE ATERNAT LI U D I SSEMI NATE E HCUII ON

COURSES Or ACTION Of ACTION P NA/OEA

Figure 2-2: Planning Factors



planning factors considered in arriving at the current plan. The -working plan-

needs to accommodate the US doctrine of tlexibilitv and deleation of authoritv

to the on-scene commander. Thus the "working plan' in the Corps G3

Operations l)ivision must itself be flexible and adaptive to the own force. enemy.

and natural environments: especiaily to the prerogatives of the subordinate

commanders. Monitoring data. as it arrives, is assimilated and evaluated against

this "working plan." The data and its implications need to be evaluated against

such things as higher level goals. higher commanders' guidance and concepts of

operations. principles of war. and high level models of combat engagements (e.g.,

heuristic models, Lanchester type models), rather than just ascertaining if an

activity is "rigidly" adhering to a specific tactic or specified process.

The corps operations monitoring function is data driven: data is obtained

from various reports, meetings, higher directives. etc. Since many "unexpected"

operations are likely to occur. by both enemy and friendly subordinate units.

operations monitoring -tat" need to deduce from the arriving data both what

types of tactics and activities are being executed. and how effective they are in

achieving the goals of the unit involved and those of the parent units up to EAC.

For example, suppose a brigade "unexpectedly" reports to its division

commander, with an information copy to corps. that it is crossing a rivel that has

only one fordable position (which the brigade is using) to control a terrain strong

point overlooking a potential enemy division size avenue of approach. The corps

operations staff would perform their own evaluations to estimate how well this

brigade operation supports the division objective, and in turn the corps and EAC

objectives. They would consider the opportunities presented for division, corps

and EAC; the risk that may accrue to the brigade. division, and corps; and any

additional resources that may need to be assigned to either exploit opportunities

or protect the involved urnits (i.e.. %%hether they hould alter their planf. It' their

nal'. si- . %hetther oJr-t or ai~le(i )1\ varou- ciosed form or -imni:ation models.

indicates that the brigade activity is in support of all superior units' objectives

and does not violate any constraints or the commanders guidance. then no alert

or change of plans would be initiated. If. however. thev' estimate that the brigade

is in little danger. and can easily block the enemy division's avenue of approach.

and the adjacent advance friendly division is further forward than had been

anticipated for this time. then they could decide to initiate a tanking maneuver

against the enemy division anticipated to become stalled in the avenue of

approach leading to the river crossing.
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2.1.3 Data Flow and Analysis

Data for operations monitoring is contributed by large numbers of soldiers

on the battlefield that channel their information into the G3 Operations staff

and or directly to subordinate commanders and their staffs. In particular each

part of the start organization ie.g., GI. G2, G3. GI. G5. special stall

organizations, officers (FSCOORD.XIDA.AVN,XLO,C-E.ENGR)) (see Figure 2-3).

subordinate commands and supporting forces are responsible for providing

current status and activities information to the G3 Operations staff. Additionally

higher commands and National intelligence organizations filter and provide

information pertinent to operations monitoring in the corps area. All these

-,ources may offer their information periodically or when they think it is probably

:.:eded. and respond to direct requests for additional information. Much of the

tactical operations data comes into the G3 Operations staff via C2 radio circuits

arnd personal visits. However a great deal of information also comes into the

,orps headquarters staff areas to which it is functionally most pertinent, filtered

!y 4taff officers there and then elements of it communicated to G3 Operations.

Thus operations monitoring is a process that is continuously collecting and

processing data on all aspects of the war within the corps area of responsibility,

analyzing it for tactical implications and alerting the OPS duty officer when

,mhanges should be made or the need is anticipated. both for exploiting

opportunities and for preventing undesirable effects that may be caused by the

enemy or environmental events. The evaluation of tactical opportunities and risk

<ituations must consider the effects of all perceived characteristics of the forces

and environment involved, not just the major elements of maneuver and fire

sIupport. Factors such as arrival of key personnel at critical points on the

attlefie!d. personnel fatigue. unit readiness, esprit. engineer's availability, and

'I''1 0C'- )t -i ) or' :lL: ,i r1:11 - Ippl I n : I i iit ion t o 'm1 1ini (0 t'Ir1 . ]

i!iinitions and l()L) may in certain tactical situations be heavily weighted

factors in operations monitoring decisions.

2.1.4 Simultaneous Evolution of Planning, Execution and Monitoring

A corps level plan is an evolving entity. It is basically a hierarchical
assignment of resources to o)jectives for varying time intervals with explicitly

;'ated and implied attendant constraints and guidelines. In many scenario

2- 7



Commander PERSONAL STAFF GROUPote, I) 1 1

(Note 2)

LiaiAi des Others
SOff icers I I ICofI

COORDINATING STAFF GROUP

G 3G4 G 5
1[ ACof S JlACofS F A c of S 1IACof S

SPECIAL STAFF GROUP

HQSO ADA ENGR
t(Note 4) (Note 3) (Note 3)

SU GA OALO C-E
(oe3)+(Note D4) f (Note 3)

IGSAPM CML
(Note 2) (Note 21 (Note 3)

(Note 2) AVN (Note 3)

FINN
(Note 3)

)TE 1: Special staff sections have been grouped under the coordinating staff section
sponsible for primary staff coordination.
)TE 2: Direct access to the commander as a personal staff officer as required. The

and the SJA, by regulation (AR 20-1 and AR 27-1), will be members of the per-
nal group.

nal goup.(SOURCE: FM 101-5))TE 3: Also subordinate unit commander.
)TE 4: Provided by Air Force.

Figure 2-3: Corps talf -- Operations Monitoring

Information Sources
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situations of interest, part of a plan may be executed while other parts of the
plan are still being formulated. The plan is not developed at a uniform level of
detail in all its parts. Sometimes lower level parts of the plan. that are ahead in
the planning execution of the overall plan, affect the evolving plan (in other

parts) at higher levels of aggregation. Thus an overall common appreciation of
the plan goals. guidelines and constraints are necessary for a good evolving plan.
rather than just a rigid specification of resource allocation and associated
deterministic parameter values and value intervals. The data driven monitoring

system must at times interpret the meaning of arriving data in the context of an
understanding of the goals, commander's guidance, constraints . and principles of

war.

While a plan is being monitored, some of its components may be specified
rather rigidly with definite parameters being required to be maintained within
specified limits. The on-scene person in charge will need the freedom to interpret

and infer appropriate parameter value intervals for other plan components. This
interpretation and inferencing may be done purely heuristically( mos7 ,ommonly
or may include the use of plan evaluation aids {e. combat models). Thus
constraint checking mechanisms for specified goals are being considered together
with mechanisms for specifying "soft" goals, associated guidelines ard constraints

for sub-parts of the overall plan; all in consonance with the apriori common
appreciation of the overall plan goals. guidelines and constraints. The evaluator

should perform his evaluations from the perspectives of several echelon levels.
Does the data indicate whether: 1) any of his subordinates are in trouble or have
an opportunity for exploitation? 2) his own force echelon is in trouble or has an
opportunity? 3) the next higher echelon is in trouble or has an opportunity?

orps plans are monitored within the contexts of" many different echelons.
'i niv ion-. a -i t -)all perspectives. (;oiMs at all ech'elon levels :ire riot ,rec,-ilv

,itIderstoo(i. as viewed from another level in the hierarchy. Prescribed activities
to attain goals are purposely not sharply defined, leaving lower on-scene
commanders flexibility to adjust to changes in the enemy, environment, and own

forces as the changes occur. This flexibility also provides flexibility to each
commander as to what he thinks should be reported to other commanders and

among the various stalls.
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2.1.5 Efficient Operations Monitoring Provides a

Force Multiplier Effect

Operations mionitoring is mnore comnplex than Just deducing fromn data

% heTher or niot all tinfiti are sucress;filil performing prescribed tactics and

aciities k~ritteni inl a stecine 'd plan. 11t ':t -1- dille (*XpertiV aii etliciently. Then

there is a greater potential for the 1'riendilv uiints To act inside of the enemy's

detect-decide-act-' cycle. andi thereby gain a force niulti plier effect. For

instance, in the example in Sectiont 2.1.2 above the adjacent div-ision can go

i immedilately on the offensiv-e jone of the principles of war) rather than

mnaintaining the original plan of gaining it's originally assigned area objective and

(i~eadn~ or ain nterval ot' titne. Thait p)lan wo il ( have requ ireo %et another

t'orce to successfull TKegaehe etiny division in the saine timne interval: the

f'riendly brigade in defense ag alist the advancing eniemy division being, judged a

,andotf (the attacker having~ an approximately 3:1 advanltage). Experience.

O~rderly knioi~ledze. trainig and techniological support are all needed to achieve

0we t-ficien t. etfec ti e o pe rat iotn moon iitori tc~g reqired.

2.1.6 Significant Desired Features for an OMA System

The material presented in the preceding subsections is based on studies of

. everal Army Field Nianuals. particularly FMl 100-5 *Operations**, and FMI 101-5

---taff Organization and Operations~': analysis of operations and a scenario

comnpiled by the V.S. Army Command and General Staff College (CGSC)

Reference 3. discussions of the abstract scenario in the O\LA proposal (described

in Appendix A). observations and discussions during the Crested Eagle Command

Post Exercise (CPX) at Ft. Lewis. and interactions with sev~eral retired U.S.

.\rr--i otflcer5. The following 1fentumres are deduceed as bei n ei, l in :in

tUpw<;it oili -\Ioliiit orill lapot-ven(. all ()peratiov.\ol irt \ial

O0\1-\)). The ONIA:

1) Should be a mnixed initiative soldier-machine systemn lie., a soldier-

machine systeri '!n w-hich either the soldier or the mnachine can lead the

operation., monitoring proce:s, as the -oldier diesiresl.

2-1 0



2) Notes changes in status or activities previously planned or reported by

subordinate or supportint, !orces and alerts the (A of' 1i.nihicant

changes.

3) Does oals-const rainits anl % j ~hen siznifirant ehange'- oci--iir: an-d posts

consequences on own and neyforces (e.g.,. by usina appropriate

heuristic or operations research models or potential engagements;.

4) rould identify opportunity and risk situations in a timely manner.

.5) Provides explanations and iustifications of its alerts. and of' its

opportunities and risks notificatiOlns.

6) Presents status information at various organizational aid mission

funiction levels.

7) -Supports the -detect-decide- -,art of the --detect-decide-act' c.,cle in a

timely manner.

2.2 TECHNOLOGY PERSPECTIVE OF OPERATIONS

M ONITO0R I.NG

The Hield of operations research (OR) has long studied and contributed to

technical support of command and control of tactical forces resulting in a number

of' tools including:

* efisor caab i lity n 1OImfl:

" Resource assignment algrorithms

" Queuing models

" Route selection procedures

* Nioverrent models

~2-1 i



* Terrain masking calcuiationS

e 'VeaDons effects models

0 l'oisTirs models

* ( ")I:'tunI c:ItI0 l ae(ork riodel-

* Combat engagement models

- Force ratio guidelines

- Lanchester equations

- Monte Carlo simuilation models such as COR[)VE\l mtd
(ORI3A.N

* Sta'l-tical analysis packages

These OR tools are useful in planning operations. but typically require expert

operations analysts to use them individually, and as a set. These types of tooki

continue to be developed and refined for planning of tactical operations. Most of
them are not used during operations: (that is. for operations monitoring).

This study recognizes the importance and utility of such OR tools but
concentrates on the technologies within the .Al field. However it is the intent ot
the ONtA system design in Section 3 to use the most pertinent forms of

knowledge to perform the operations monitoring functions: a knowledge-basc(i

system (rather than a (single) expert system) is described that makes use or OR.
AI and human forms of knowledge. This section does not explore OR or human

analysis and reasoning explicitly, but concentrates on Al. Al techniques can he
used to ,ortroI. ruti and interp'ret ()[{ models. and to call on the oldier* inteil,.,'

The soldier-machine O%1.-\ system supporting the command and control

functions described in Section 2.1 above must perform the following functions:

e (Uoiei.ct. tilter. collate and display data from sources.

e Indicate deviations from plans.

2-12



" Alert the decision maker to opportunities and risks.

" Justify the aiert.

SEvaiuate Ipertialh plans.

" .Justify and Ia l 1 1e -Val,:IaU1t.i

" Provide ba.-is 'or tornitilating and disseminatinz a FRAGO.

Al techniques may be applied to aid in performing each of these functions.

Most o the pre,'etlin _ tictiorns have been addressed in the .A area of

planning, but oniy to a modest degree, and little has been done directly in the

area of plan execution monitoring. (i.e.. operations monitoring). Appendix B

presents an overview of Al planning technology that serves as a basis for the

OXLA system design in Section 3: the reader is encouraged to read the Appendix

now since most of the pertinent technology overview i-z there rather than in this

-;hort subsection. Of parricuiar importance to operations monitoring are plan

representation. situation representation and reasoning about their differences and

implications. Reference 4 presents a group of papers and survey on knowledge

representation issues that also provide important insights for the OYMIA system

design.

Brachman and Levesques bibliography survey 4 characterizes the various

methods of representation into:

9 Procedural representations

* -orrt}l lo)j--,ed rfrrr u.,qh:afi-

* StructiUred oi)jec t representation- frarnes)

" Associational representations (networks)

" Other representations

Other includes use of more than one of the previously listed types in a system.

We believe the above list should be extended to include model-based
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representations such as useC in the OR models previously mentioned and also

6eing developed by Ai researchers for applications such as diagnosis of equipment

and systems (e.g.. see Reference 5).

The hardware technology f'or an OM\ systern is not addressed in this Phase

I feasibility desigIn .tudy. The correct application of' state of the art software

techniques is the major concern in designing and building an OL-X system.

Several hardware systems exist which can adequately support the OMA software.

2.2.1 Mixed-[nitiative System Technology for OMA

AI -Vstems usually '%ork in one of four interaction modes with a human:

" Autonomous (e.g.. robot)-- the human prescribes task and turns the

machine on: the machine does the task.

"(onsultation e.g.. medical diagnosis and treatment) -- the human

supplies data about subject and tests: the machine does the diagnosis and

suggests the treatment.

" Partitioned tasks (e.g.. image interpreter workstation) -- the human does

what he does best, such as complex pattern recognition, spatial
relationships: the machine does tasks it does best. such as segmentation,

mensuration, filing data, cross referencing.

Mixed-initiative (e.g.. operator aiding systems) -- the human and machine

jointly reason and control, with one or the other, performing tasks as the

operator's work load. focus of attention and desires dictate.

The desired features listed at the end of Section 2.1 clearly indicate that the

O\A system should be a mixed-initiative system.

It is also clear that the system should employ multiple types of

representation: rrames for status of hierarchically organized ,units. and for

hierarchical mission goais assigned to the units: procedural knowkledge for such
things as checking constraints. prioritizing the order of frame slot filling, and

deciding among candidate lot tillers: a mixture of procedural networks and



franes for ctnaracterizing st'qiences of actions of units and interrelationships

among these actions and units: and model-based reasoning for stirating

outcomes of potential engagements.

Although no ubstantive examDtes of monitoring systems for complex

(Apera1iollS Ila", :)een )'lilt anid del nonsiTrated, the '.noividiial technologies have

been developed ior plan representation: situation and activity representation:

data collection. ,oilation and display: recognizinz significant events that can be

characterized in terms of specified characterization features of the objects of

interest (e.g.. own force units. enemy units. terrain, weather): deducing potential

oonsequents of significant events: alerting soldiers: explaining and justifying

"vailation conclusions: and :icCeDtilg_ interruptions and re-direction from the

oi(i-r. Rather Than discussing these technologies somewhat generically "n this

-ect on. we will provide needed insight in the following ONIA system design

1e niOP.

2.2.2 OMA System Development Environment Technology

The O.MA system when completely developed and fielded will need to fit

into the hardware, software and communications environment at that time. It

will need to interact closely with the planning system and command and control

svstems, such as (perhaps) the Maneuver Control System. However. to

demonstrate feasibility the emphasis should now be on developing the system in a

good development environment. A machine, such as Symbolics or SUN-Ill that

robustly supports Common LISP software development, should be used.

Assumptions that plan and monitoring data that can be communicated easily

into the ONA system data bases should be made: although some considerations

:nh.it be made for accomodatinz protocols and formats of data in c'urrent and

: -tiU- report and (- -',te::i-. l)N\A ,.al) ;l( atiure dat.i. :iiol o hm r

<tatic data bases.

The specific software environment that should be chosen for building what

will become a complex knowledge based (KB) system is more complex. Several

expert system building environments, or shells. have been developed and are

aeing highly touted by the companies that sell them. and many qovernment

program managers alike. However. there is controversy about the applicability of

the current (but evolving) system to the development of large complex Al
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sVstems. Ihe following quote from the Eirman. Lark and Hayes-Roth paper

Reference 6 . 'Engineering Intelligent Systems: Progress R,'nort on

"ABE. summarizes some problems with using these current tools:

"Most People now perceive a gap between what the intelligent systems

*tinoiogvy siould be able to do and % hat can be done today. While the

technology holds great promise. it cannot vet supply solutions readily for many of

the problems for which it should be applicable. Today, that technology transfers

from research environments to applications chiefly through knowledge engineering

tools. Prominent examples of these are the commercial products ART (from

Inference Corp.), KEE (from Intellicorp). KnowledgeCraft (from Carnegie Group),

and 5.1 (from Teknowledze). These tools incorporate the best methods of

applied artificial intelligence, and they reflect some of the best techniques for

building expert systems. However. these tools currently have several weaknesses.

Generally. they reflect the small-scale and isolated nature of the applications that

motivated the tools. Specifically, the major problems include the following:

* The best current tools are monolithic, single-purpose software packages.

Hence they are hard to extend or apply beyond their current range of

applications. They are also difficult to integrate with conventional data

processing and computer technologies.

" The tools provide capabilities that are low-level. Most applications

require the user to build a solution structure on top of those primitive

capabilities. This design and implementation work is expensive and

time-consuming, and requires a skilled and experienced knowledge

engineer.

" Itie tools uppor, a ilnite(d variety ot lata types and inference schemes.

" The inference schemes in current tools are built-in and practically hard-
wired.

* Current tools do not support large-scale applications.

I ABE is a trademark of Teknowledge. Inr.
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['he tooits have ,)een designed exclusively for uniprocessor

implementat ions.

* The tools have not been designed in a way that makes them easy to port

to alternative new machines."

Because of problems such as these we have found at ADS that expert

programmers frequently drop out of the shell into the more flexible LISP or C

environments when the shell constructs or inferencing mechanisms don't directly

provide the required capability. This helps to quickly achieve a working

feasibility model xith most of" the desired features included in a "bare-bones"

wav. However, wNhether less expert knowledge engineers (as distinguished from

expert AXI computer scientists) can efficiently and accurately continue the growth

of the system into a robust. large KB svstem without higher level tools. such as

those the tool manufact,.,-ers are trying to produce. is still an open issue. There

will be trade-off decisions to be made between the fidelity of the model produced.

and the ease of doing the development work. The decision to use a high level

tool such as the ones mentioned in the quote above an advanced tool. or stay

with, say, Common LISP, should be made at the time the system build starts.
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3. OMA SYSTEM DESIGN

The operations monitoring concept was discussed in Section 2.1 and

:tbstractly represented in :igure 2-1. This section examines that concept in more

detail for the purpose of providing a conceptual design of a corps level mixed-

initiative ONIA system. At the technical heart of such a system there must be

workable representations of the current plan. and the current and expected

-situations: and reasoning mechanisms to recognize from incoming data deviations

t'rom the current known plan, and to also identify opportunity and risk situations

'hat were not necessarily anticipated or contained in the current plan.

Additionally there must be data input capabilities and efficient soldier-machine

interaction capabilities. (Note: We be!ieve that with a successful soldier-

computer ONL- system, it will still be desirable for many years to come to have

,he system embedded in the maps. overlays, clipboards and greaseboard status

displayc environment used now). Following subsections address these system

,tesi~n issues in tiirn.

3.1 OMA SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Figure 3-1 presents the concept in Figure 2-1 in more detail, from an OMA

system's perspective rather than the military functions perspective of Section 2.1.

\Ve assume that the OMvA system will be closely associated with the corps plan

generation and evaluation (PG&E) system when they are all developed. In

particular, we assume the formal OP PLAN or OP ORDER and FRAG orders

",ill be available and that the plan generation and evaluation Knowledge Sources
1K and enragemcnrt eilectiveness models and their data bases that were used in

i) ,anti t rin oct, . "Aii! )e :'ailb . for use 6)y the 0\L system. If the,, are

not. available and easy to use during the P~hase II effort we will rely on the soldier

to generate appropriate plan elements and the soldier-machine system to use

high-level abstract evaluation chemes of proposed new plan elements. To

further focus on the O\[A problem we also assume that on-line input monitoring

data will be available in the correct formats and that (prompted) manual input of

other required data will be acceptable: at least through our Phase I development

(f an ()0\A system. Thut. 'or our Phase II feasibility O\LX system model. we

will concentrate primarily on the internal representations and reasoning
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mechanisms required for an O\L systern.

The user. who can be any of the tatf officers. will interact with the ONiA

system through tile uiser interlace. This user interface will probably consist of

two CR ', one color and one black and -wtilte. The color %%ill have terrain and

'ature overlay capauiiitie,. a, well as aiphinuimeric ,iiplay-. The ac. a.nd

white will be used primarily for inplit-output via men us, tables. graphics. and so

forth. In later, mature models of the OMA system. user models will be provided

so that when a staff officer, say the G4. is using the system, the user model wilt

more efficiently provide information of interest to logistics considerations. The

user can enter changes to plans. FR .G orders, changes in the constraints, or

Concept of operations. situation update information and system control direrrives.

The user interface will direct this type of data and control instructions to The

proper areas and files within the OMA system.

There are two major dv'nanic data base areas within the system. One is to

keep a current evolvinrg situation appraisal"" other is a current formal

operations order and FRAG order , .,,so a current N orking plan that the

soldiers and machine most freqently use in monitoring the operations.

There are two major types of reabciii-, continually being conducted in the

system. One is comparing the current evolving situation appraisal with the

current operations order or FRAG order to determine whether the soldier and

planning system should be alerted for re-planning. The second analysis area is

for identifying situations in the battle environment that provide opportunities for

own forces and also situations that provide opportunities to the enemy and risk

to own forces. Explanations and justifications will also have to be generated for

any alert o, notification of opportunities and risks that are given to the soldier.

Fiie : T : It im : 111 ; :i>or tug " ithiM hese three iiajor area! ,i ' ti e 1.A

system are supported by static data that does not change frequently during the

course of the corps operation and various knowledge bases that can be used in

analyzing the data and potential plans for responding to opportunities and risks.

In a tactical options generations study previously done at .-VDS 7 it was

concluded that the decision inaker and his staff typically- do several ft'lncions at

(,ssentially the same time with frequent mental and procedural jiiimping from one

type of anaiysis to another. Figure 3-2 indicates the type of analysis that the
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USER _____________USER INTERFACE
MODEL

DATA OPTIONS OPTIONS OPINPLAN PLAN OEAIONS PLAN
ANALYSIS GEEAIN EVALATION GENERATION I IMPLEMENTATION MO~OIG MODIFICATION

3 -2: lalining and MlonitorIn

FunIlctional Environment

decision maker and its staff performed in this -helter-skelter- manner. The last

TIWO boxes on the right, monitoring and plan modification. have been added for

this report. Note that the order from left to right of these boxes is the same

order as recommended in makingr the commander's estimate of the situation.

The decision maker does these activities in a cyclical way to start with, from left

to right; for easy problems, that is sufficient. For more complex decision

problems, it appears that hie and the staff need to gzet a (Jeep working

I [riltain1i .)1' 11 ()1 '>rt( ! h r)rohlern 1 nea 1'orn iit : : Iv~s hrouj,1

phai iitipleiiienitatioii coi~iuerat Ions. \We 1'ev thiat his en\irolilrit %61Hi have to
be extended to include the last two areas of analysis in order to be able to do the

operations monitoring job correctly in difficult situations.
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3.2 PLAN REPRESENTATION

3.2.1 OP PLAN, OP ORDER, FRAG ORDER Representations

Ti , ()DeratioI,s plan arid operations order have a definte 'orniat with

defnite content for each paragraph and a definite order for the annexes that

support the plan with rationale and specific data. The ONAL- system will contain

a verbatim copy of the OP PLAN and or OP ORDER. An efficient editor will be

included to enable finding any part of the plan or type of data efficiently. When

changes are issued, the editor can also be used to edit the system's stored plan.

.irnilarl. FRAG orders will also be written into the system verbatim.

however, since these FRAG orders are not necessarily well formatted, a soldier

will interact with the system to enter information and change the working plan

to reil ,.t the FR:\G or(ler Irec ti ve.

Phe )OB and other descriptive data contained in the OP ORDER annexes

and arriving FRAG orders will be edited and transferred into the appropriate files

within the static and dynamic knowledge and data bases of the OMA system.

Additionally specific constraints inferred from the Commander's guidance and

other pertinent directives will be extracted and specifically instantiated into rules

attached to the aDpropriate pertinent slots within the plan. situation. and
activities representations. If generic rules that can be modified to represent the

current orders are not available, then a rule can be invoked to notify the soldier

when the pertinent slot is accessed later during operations monitoring, if the

soldier so indicates his desire.

3.2.2 Working Plan Representation

The operations monitoring staff and OMA computer system will need to

spend considerable effort getting the formal operations plan into working plan

form so that when operational data arrives they can quickly perform the required

analysis and deductions. We propose filling in the working plan in the format

indicated in Figure 3-3. The basic concept indicated in the figure is that at any

point in time the corps resources are all engaged in a set of activities for specific

purpo-es and that at a later time they should be engaged in other activities to
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old -, P Eecution new

Tactical Analysis ITactical Analysis
" Resources * Resources
" Goals Plan * Goals
" Tactical Actions * Concept of Operations * Tactical Actions
" Constraints * Sequence of Tactical * Constraints

Actions
* Justifications

Force Laydown * Justifications Force Laydown
* Unit position e Unit position
* Unit status o Unit status
9 Terrain e Terrain

Figure 3-3: Plan: A Statement of Activities for Changing

Tactical Situations

achieve new goals. Thus, the plan is simply the delineation of a sequence of

activities according to some concept of operations. that will transform the state

of the corps entities and their current activities into the desired state and the

desired activities to attain the new desired goals. Providing justifications for the

choice of the new goals and the choice of the sequence of tactical actions that will

transform the state of the corps from where it is to the new desired state is

,eeded for the monitoring process. as this transformation takes place. In

Appendix A v(- have %%ritten up a I'airly hiLh-level description of the corps-level

-ce:nario that we've used in considering the issues leading to this O\Lk sstem

ie~igu. Figure 3-4 represents a graphical depiction of a plan with justifications

presented on the overlay to show the purpose of each new activity for each of the

major units within the corps. We intend to develop concurrentiy these types of
graphical depictions of plans together with internal computer representations of

plans.
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A great deal of knowledge acquisition and knowledge engineering is required

to develop the specific formats for all of the types of resources in the corps and

its supporting forces. and all of the concepts of operations. goals. tactical actions.

and types of constraints and justifications that are attendant to corps operations.

.M uch of the data arid reasoniin reeded are contained in the set of Army field

imanuais available. particuilarly V"I-100-5. '()erations". and FNl-100-101-5.

";ta" Organization arid Operations'*. Additionally. expert Army planners and

operations personnel will be needed to serve as domain experts. The focus in the

Phase 1I feasibility demonstration system will be on maneuver issues. with small

amounts of efforts in the areas of fire support. intelligence-EW. combat service

support, and air defense.

Miore insight into this working plan representation. with some examples and

sonic detail are given in a later section. following a discussion of hierarchical plan

eXecution monitoring.

There will be numerous t'rame templates for various entities in the corps

and activity networks for the various tactical actions that can be performed. A

library of default templates and tactical action procedural networks will be

developed and specified for the particular plan situations before or as operations

monitoring begins. This specifying of actual values to be used in the frames and

networks will be an interactive process with the soldier providing many of the

data entries, and the computer system providing consistency checks and other

types of constraint checking.

A large amount of the constraint checking will be procedural in nature: but

they will be attached to particular slots on the frames. or positions in the

network, and so there will not be a great number to search for any one slot filling

:ii)!)iction. 'ti- -hould kt he -e:irch time down and the etH('ien,'V ot the

- yV'-t t'II up.

It is important to do this preconditioning of the operations monitoring

system before operations monitoring actually begins for particular objectives for

two reasons: 1) To get the working plan up front in the soldier's head. 2) To

provide as quantified a plan as possible against which to measure and asses

deviations from the pian when operations status and activities data arrives. The

initialization exercise will also indicate to the soldier. and perhaps to the machine
-systeii. weaknesses and potential opportunities that were noticed in filling out
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tme working plan. 1This sets the stage [or recognizing opportunities to exploit by

own for('es and potential risk situations to be particularly watched t"r during

operations execution.

3.3 SITUATION APPRAISAI REPRESENTATIONS

By -it~latiorl appraisal wx e mean the vonsideration of' all factors of own

for-es, the enern.", and the environment (e.g.. terrain. weather!. 'fhus. it

incorporates the (;2's estimate of the enemy, terrain and weather: but also all

dlinenslons of own forces, especially those dimensions that affect their capabilities

to perform the activities being conducted to achieve their objectives within the

:can -ratec time Ir:tervas.

'Fle :)asic "eDresentation for a situation is the same as that described in the

previous sect ion or the -old" part of a plan (S ee the left side of' Figure 3-3): a

taci,-al analysis ,rocedure and representation for the tactical analysis. including

',t< OF reourr -. taeir zoa;s and tactical actions, and current constraints: and a

!"orce lavdown it-,cription. including units' positions and status. and terrain

information.

It is particularly important to know when a unit is changing. or is about to

change. from an old set of goals and activities to a new situation. Hence. the

-ituation representation will have special slots to so indicate. with demons

attached to "'look for" the specific types of data and indicators expected to

become available when changes are made. For example. if a SITREP indicates

tnat an enemy artillery unit just behind an enemy armored division, which has

been occupying defensive positions in front of a friendly mechanized brigade for

12 hour , has initiated layinz down heavy fires on the two forward friendly

nr'icatii a [najor ohauge n enen activity at the division level would be filled

with the activity idenitifier. Demons would be activated to monitor new data for

other attack indicators, such as increased enemy close air support or enemy

helicopter gunship activity against the friendly brigade and its supporting

artillery. Demons for other situation activity states to which the enemy mav be

transitioninz mi ht ako be invoked. itiltiple potential new -itlations would be

represented until iiticieit coni rmin or dis-confirming data is accrued and

interpreted to re(iice the possibilities back down to one.
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We will have default tactical action templates and activity networks. as

well as various friendly and enemy force unit templates, all described in later

subsections. These serve as representations for sub-parts of the situation

appraisal.

Symbolic representations for terrain stronz points that. for example.

provide good observation points or positions with good fields of fire over potential

enemy avenues of approach will be taken from other ADS terrain analysis efforts.

These representations of terrain strong points will be linked, via pointers, to

enemy and friendly force units near them, that is. those units whose areas of

responsibility or influence contain the terrain strong points. Avenues of approach

for various size units and tralficability factors will also be represented as they are

in DLAL terrain and terrain feature data bases and in other ADS terrain analysis

efforts.

An important part of unit status information is that which describes unit

readiness and capability. Each friendly unit will report its readiness, and the G2

will occasionally provide similar information about enemy units. This %-ill

contain a C1. C2. C3. or C4 unit rating and perhaps a break-out of the rating for

the units' personnel. training, equipment and supply, especially if requested. The

default tactical action templates will contain the types of activities each type

un't is expected to be able to perform. These default values will be used to
instantiate the various capabilities a specific unit possesses. As SITREPS arrive

that indicate degradation in equipment and supplies, numbers of personnel. or

loss of specific trained personnel, the units' readiness and capabilities for specific

activities will change. A current capabilities table will be maintained for each

unit for activities for which the capabilities values have changed from the default

vaijle. '1ch aa ilii,'at(1 in "Table 3-1 . This table indicates that the 13 Armored

l)ivi-iun [- 'ap:l l' i \( )1r 1 ,4Ii o h1 on~ r anineid .iolic;nitlv wel.tl tn ,i,.ih

to have a good capability for otfense operations. Its lack of (engineeringI)

equipment makes it a poor candidate for crossing rivers.

3.4 HIERARCHICAL PLAN EXECUTION MONITORING

Operations monitoring ,compares the eVolvini t plans and situationq, as

s ynmbolically represented above. to find opportunilies to exploit and risks to

avoid.
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Table 3-1: Capabilities Table

UNIT READ INE SS CAPABIIITY

['\( 'FOR Defense Attack River Crossinz

13 Arm. Div. personnel good (C2) low good

training good (C2) good good

equipment good (C2) good low

supply good (C2) good good

Overall good (C2) low low

The corps is a hierarchical organization, as was indicated in Section 2.1.

and the mi~Sions assigned to the corps typically have goals and objectiveq that

can be divided into a i'ierarchy of goals and objectives for xubordinate units and

supporting units to achieve. Thus, it is necessary for a planning system and an

operations monitoring system to reflect this dual hierarchical structure in

organization and mission. Figure 3-5 is an abstract representation of a theory of

hierarchical planning and hierarchical plan execution monitoring.

At the Nth level (for example. corps level) a superior echelon commander

has provided the high level plan for the Nth level commander to carry out with

his forces and supporting forces assigned. This Nth level commander has

responsibility to assess the feasibility of the plan and mission provided him from

IIis -,;Iperlor. lh i e ot his mis.ion plan into a more detailed plan ,hat he feel-

:lpprr) ri tiv r-, hi- ( r ri'' a'It <t)fporting t'or(ces. ;itm i va'limate ,  tis (:

pian :I. to f'a,ibilitv ii Terrnis of available resources expended. aimount ,01

resources arid personnel potentially lost. and timing. lie feeds the expected

performance back up the chain of command and if performance results are below

acceptable thresholds. then fie should request more resources. or a change in

objectives. Of course, he cannot make such recommendations intelligently

without k now iii ghe rfe.rence value svsterm in which his superior conmander

%iewing the yte. 'ibus, communications are required to have a common

undl6ierstanding of the value systems and the weightinu amonz the various
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cII p re t I %I I rI

components within the value 1. teiii. I :i afne type of' panning wteo L Iol

required between the Level N coimiiimer nd staff and the level belowk him rn,

Level N-I commander and staff).

The Level N commander ard statl. It,, preparing their expec'ted performa n,'n

res nt s ,stimate. A:-ed to tOK ;it tIx rf-s uits l'rorn at lea .t tIrC,- (e rs I - -:

their superior and his mission, their own mission. and the level below them and

potentially two levels below them, since, in doing their performance estimates.

they may study engagement analyses using tokens for force sizes two echelons

below them. They use these plan generation and plan evaluation tools to help

determine the objectives and resources for the subordinate commands. But they

(1o riot tell their ubordinate command, explicitly how to attain the coals

assigned them. The subordinate command may find a better set of tactics and

activities to attain the goals and should r-port their plan backup. However. this

different set of activities Ina'. :,ot also support the superior echelons objectives

and concept of operatic... . xell as the one used in determining the objectives

for the lower echelc , ,nimander. hence, the commander at each ecieio, ;eve

must view his ac vities in light of his own objectives, his superior's objectives.

and perhaps tite superior above that.

After operations start, operations monitoring becomes very similar to the

plann'ng process. but instead of using the performance estimator models and

constraint checking mechanisms against expected situations. thoy are used for

actual situations occurring or perceived as occurring. Again. each level

commander and his staff should evaluate performance of the ongoing operations

in light of his perception of how his superior commanders would view the

activities for their own objectives and the constraints within which they work.

Tl'ire iIn :1--irnr i .on :i th'l, ', orv that there is )cooI, : ionl ::rW,

'oordination aniong the hlierarcii of lorces in pursuing their hierarcnv of

objectives with the supporting resources assigned. Since each level commander is

not likely to tell his subordinate commanders explicitly how to achieve their

assigned objectives with their assigned resources, it is incumbent on each of them

to keep communicating up the actual status of their unit's capabilities and

existing resources. and also a statement of the activities they are performing and

for which goals they are performing them. This type of information is required

for the higher level commander to coordinate among the various forces and assure
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that an accuminulation of ".eakrwer>(.-, tos 1iOL (,'(e(1 i0 titr,tiold. Nl1iiarly.

o)portunities to exploit may be ouirl by I')okini iaross u-ioorominate ,oi1n1allder-

[ireas or r(s-ponsibilitv and (influence.

To ise -his theory. it is necessary to define hierarchical structures and

-%[lloi)) -A i : tiu >tri t ure to p rit it ,i.ru i)m :i , ;riO, j)Wi1, *111(d execlitioil

of the plan: and the monitoring of the plans as (iata from the operations comes

into the monitoring system. Figure 3-6 suggests a symbolic language and

relationships between the various types of elements represented by the symbols

ror the internal working plan representation. The entities in that figure refer to

military units, and for coordinated operations the units have to have compatible

goals and compatible activities during ,common time intervals of performimn- those

activities. T1 aus. there are certain consistency re quirereits for :a plan to be good

ar1noii( t :ie e ritities. goals. activities and time iitervals, as indicated by the

dlashed lines in the figure. This is across goals and activities at one echelon level.

as *,ell as between goais and activities and time intervals at multiple echelon

Ievls.

Because of the hierarchical nature of both the organization and the

missions. there is usually a "'natural" decomposition into the next lower echelon

set of resources, goals, activities and time intervals.

In operations monitoring there may be times when a subordinate, or when a

subordinate's subordinate, does activities for assigned goals that his superiors

were not expecting him to do. If this unexpected activity is not reported in the

cooperative mode mentioned above, then the operations monitoring system can

be expected to receive data from which it may be deduced (using forward

chaining-like re-asoning) that an 'unplanrned' activity is being performed. but

j' ,h :," '. i ,: mnir ,,i, ot in ; ::1- t: ', ,,j-. \4v ,rho ve- - . t ha> To Ir11

iI(,'Ke(i -o ire >till, consi.-'ent %%ith all of 'ri other ioais at - ,perior levels arid

other activities that are coordinating in the same time intervals. (This process of

finding whether selected goals are supported by the data will employ backward

chaining-like reasoning.) If the operations monitoring system is having difficulty

in assessing why the activity is going on. or what it's implications may be if other

levels are within the hierarchy, then it may. of course. request explanations from
the lower echelon commanders that are performing the activity. However. a

response to such a request may. at times, take a considerable amount of time and
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Echelon N [Entity, goals, activities, time intervals]
(e.g., Corps) ,, **

tg'It t
Echelon N-1 {[Entity, goals, activities, time intervals]}
(e.g., Division)ea

L I * tt
t e ,, a .-

Echelon N-2 {[Entity, goals, activities, time intervals]}
(e.g., Brigade)

Data, Information

Legend:

• " denotes consistency
requirements

tot denotes transformationdecomposing factor

in hierarchical plan

I denotes transformation

composing factors in
monitoring
(check for completeness)

Figure 3-6: Syrmbolic Larguage I-lements and Pointers tor

Internal Plan and Situation Representations
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so as much of the analysis as possible should be done in the passive mode (that

is, not putting out a signal requesting more information).

The language elements indicated in Figure 3-6. together with a structured

object-oriented programming environment, such as SOPE 10 developed at ADS.

should provide an efficient way of representing and storing plans and monitoring

their execution.

Monitoring will be driven by data being reported into the G3 and by

keeping track of the beginning and end times of all time intervals recorded in the

plan. Major force status changes will be reported. and the projected

consequences of those changes noted. The important category of mission

completion will, in particular. be reported to the soldier. If a report indicates any

unit in the hierarchy has completed a planned activity, the system Vill alert the

soldier and also indicate other related units and activities impacted. If' another

activity for a unit is reported or inferred by the O.lA system, then deductions

will be made whether the planned activity was completed. aborted, or ever

commenced: and the results presented to the soldier, again with a ist of related

units and activities. %%hen activities to attain a major objective of any unit are

recognized as being successfully completed. the soldier will be notified that that

mission is completed. When the missions of all subordinate units are recorded as

completed, the mission of the parent unit will be checked for completeness and

its state of completion reported to the soldier.

3.5 HIERARCHICAL ACTIVITY NETWORKS

The hierarchical plan representation indicated in the previous section can

h)e uised hv concentlratingi ( o :omv one of he 'our elenents: ,otitv. goals.

:ctivities. titue intervals. , -7 rimiCates a scenario -< ',aliorl :mn(i :1 plan

representation for corps lev(e :mtc'ivitv. By concentrating on a('tiviltv we have

easily come up with a representation that lends itself very well to graphical

display or force planned activities. Time interval information is left off in Figure

3-7. but it could be easily added in as an alphanumeric entity or activity

symbols. This hierarchical decomposition from corps to its three divisions to

their brigades provides an 1Xarnpie of how the soldier can intertace hrouigh well-

known icons, say, on the color C RT. as an overlay to a map h:akgroind. This

will facilitate time and distanc(- considerations. provide tuick access to terrain
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trafficability conditions, as well as assessing potential support by supporting

forces such as field artillery, or an aviation battalion.

Internally, however, the computer must 1:ave a representation that is

compact and efflcient to enter and retrieve data from and -o reason with. This

will be achieved through using a hierarchy ot 'vrbols. pointers and constraint

checkers organized under the set of symbols provided in Figure 3-6.

3.6 ENTITY AND ACTIVITY FRAME REPRESENTATIONS

Large hierarchical structures lend themselves very well to representation of

their elements within the structure by frames. Figure 3-; presents two example

frames: one for corps and one for a subordinate division. Entries in a slot in a

frame can represent another frame, as indicated by the 13th Armor Division.

being one of the subordinate units occurrinz in the 1st corps frame and itself a

division frame. :Another advantage to frame representations for this type

operations monitoring problem is that there are typically only a finite number of

generic-type entries that can be made for each of the frame slots. Thus, of all of

the very large number of objectives that might be pursued by a corps, there are

orly a few generic-tvpe objectives. In the context of a particular scenario. it is

easy to specify the specific candidate objectives likely to be pursued by a corps.

Another advantage of this type representation is that when consideration is

being given to filling a slot with a specific value, constraints attendant to filling

that slot are quite often specific to the particular type of slot entity and can be
"attached" to the slot. If constraint checking, which will be explained a little

later. is used to determine the best slot filler, then it is often the case that the

-,amne constraints propagate: :tlr t he pointers to the -;i ordinate. or t)arent
inn m, ,.nlti,,e . "I'h,. . ,b ir,,,i ,',r:t-rait ;,r,, ,v iatuons hi: w iwen f'aiiita' eu, Lv

frame reference lIanuoae (:1-RM.) construicts That riave 'ountid their way into iany

of the supporting expert system tool environments. Figure 3-9 provides examples

of a tactical operations template, or activities template. Again. we can have a

library of templates. of the generic types of operations that corps, divisions.

brigades are likely to perform. Each of these generic templates contain slots that

can be ulsed to deal with commanders -ili(ance. principles of war. .\irLand

Battle 2000 concepts. etc. \ gain. in preparinz for monitoring the operations To
'ome .a (efault template can he veiected and pecithc en tries made for t he
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particular military situation expected and planned for. Thus, we can instantiate

templates that contain a good deal of the activity information expected at each

echelon level of a corps force unit. Analysis. constraint checking, and model-

based reasoning can be attached to the specific slots of the activity template.

thereby making ONIA system process control of the procedures more effhcient.

3.7 CONSTRAINT CHECKING

Constraint checking is quite often tied to. and controlled, when examining

specific slot values within frame representations of an entity. or activity. In

operations monitoring, when we are looking for opportunities to exploit, or

situations to avoid, we must do essentially a small plan generation to find out if

;.e have the capability to exploit opportunities, or avoid risky situations. Thus.

if we get a report that an enemy regiment is in a vulnerable position because he

i quite separated from his parent division, then we would like to explore the

possibility of performing some type of attack against that regiment. Rather than

a sking the system if there is a friendly unit capable of attacking the -nemy

regiment within a specified item interval, a better potential plan may be

generated by considering degrees of acceptability of filling the force slot for the

action of attacking the enemy regiment within the specified time frame. Figure

3-10 indicates that it is possible to divide the set of potential slot fillers into a

number of categories. For now, the best potential slot filler entities would be

those that meet all of the constraints. If there is more than one potential slot

tiller that meets all the hard and soft constraints, then any of those remaining

slot fillers are adequate for putting into the slot.

Hard constraints are those conditions that must be met because of physics.

) hard tactics or doctrinal guidance that cannot be ignored. Sort constrainlts are

,lfliitloril- that are de irable to be met. Lit are not necessarily mandatory. 'licy

"an be used to prioritize alternative resources. or alternative tactical actions.

3.8 TEMPORAL REASONING FOR CORPS, DIVISION

AND BRIGADE SIZED ACTIONS

Most events occur over considerable lengths of time. There are a number of

aipproaches to handling time in physical, and control-type systems. including

,ovent-based and interval-based approaches. It seems clear that an interval-based
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-ARD ~E R E %1OGERATE
CONSTRAINTS SOF1 SLOT

CONSTRAINTS CONSTRAINTS
IALL POTENTIAL ACCEPTABLE IREASONABLE .[DESIRABLE

SLOT FILLERS SLOT FILLERS SLOT FILLERS SLOT FILLERS 8

Fi-_1ro, 3-10: > 'eqience 01' (orst rainit C[ .eckin, for

Desirable Slot Fillers

approach should be used for operations monitoring at this level of command.

.Xllen I11 has worked out a calculus of temporal reasoning, using intervals that is

available for incorporation into our systeml.

3.9 OMA SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND CONTROL

Ve(Al\I \ %-terl i a <I-d~e fi~m at could re,,idie on a Iizle mfacirie.

)r ~UI I tianie. AV nwed, 't K iotId rilteracr w.it h thle plan genIjeratiol and1(

'\ w~t onen'ronlrlerlt l .!iich rma. Ia cd. 1w on :i -eparat(' IIIciie. Pie

-4rtictire anld. *I particular, lie controller Indicated ifl Figure 3-11 have aeen

ulsed on other distribiuted. cooperating. e xpert system systems. lKnowledze

sources and (data bases may all reside a single machine. or some of them may be

Oil remote machines and when that knowledgre source is required. the controller

"e.h rout41-h he a,,zen da pace. ai relu test for hfe knowledge -;oiirce o0 he

executed, wxherev-er 'it resides. Thle %various knowledge sourres Indicated can b~e

rl1tc mi to comnplex. T 1ey ('an hiave d ill'ernt types Of inferencinig. or
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model-based reasoning capabilities. They, themselves, could be a blackboard

system, or a simple procedural system. They can each have their own local

blackboard for posting results that are useful only to themselves. Efficiency can

aiso be gained by permitting knowledge sources to communicate directly with

other kno\%iedge sources. rather than zoin through a global blackboard postinz

'or consideration by the overall controller.

Planning data and operations monitoring data are divided into two

components: static knowledge and dynamic knowledge. The static knowledge-

base contains those types of information that are fixed relative to the execution

of the planning session, or extended periods in the operations monitoring activity.

Examples of static knowledge are given in the figure. The dynamic knowledge

in ,'udes the results of inferences and calculations, and conclusions and situational

Information that is likely to change during operations. It also will contain partial

plan hypotheses for responding to opportunities. or risk situations.

Another feature is that every time an event is posted and acted on. it goes

throigh the agenda space and the result is sent to the history space. This history

-pace. then, becomes a valuable source for explanations of conclusions or

,tatements that result from using several knowledge sources.

Each knowledge source is a specialist in a particular kind of reasoning.

Each knowledge source has an associated set of trigger conditions and pre-

conditions that must be satisfied at the time it is executed. Keeping a truth-

maintenance system table of the validity of the trigger conditions and pre-

conditions can be used to speed up the control of finding the right knowledge

sources to use.

Thi- :irchitectire periniTs <tret irn t - development oi the overali ON.\
-, rl .() ,nhtiveiv :ri'e:vm ieiIt part'. -,% ilch 4reativ aids ,iev\ lopriin, t. Wit '.

resuiting 'oilection of knowiedge sources work in a very integrated way to solve

the overall problem. Thus, you can have several different people. if necessary.

developing the various subsections of the ONLA system: and the coordination and

integration of the subsystems facilitated by the type of control and condition

,hekinz hat occurs in trnis architect lire.
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4. OMA SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PLAN

IcWi x ork hia- heen iont, in the ttchnilcai :irea o1 plan oPeulhon

i~eem n~->~m A i a)l.\ e ;s I ' i %ii h:o

p)ore hie lcas ihliity o0 p roy 1(11m !VZn wit nina! Cd opeCrat ions; monitorinz aid in ~

:illbilit v to ttli (;~3 Operations -oatl: niot on 6u*iidinq aI vstem that i anI

ii gin curing prototype ot a systen for near term procurement. (However, we have

:oiind that Intelligence personnel in operational commands have taken and

lirec!i i used ot her -research feasibility' assistants that wve have designed and

)P'1t; iThf1e development plan teartires a research sv-,tem huil d. evoluttion . anid

refloI T lo otr e vo vin desi f ea!tures and capabhilities: rather than thle Tore

rad it jonal anid e'xpensive sequeince of tl*orts that produice siuch things as a

-it4ens Reti iremen rs Review. P~rel iin narv [)esi~rri Review. F linat ei

B o u st n 1u itid. T t i a nd I-- val11 a at I on. Acc ep t a n e Tes ti rig

I )c~inct a oI'.mrininu, arid ~o on.

4.1 EQUIPMENT SELECTION

Two major considerations should be assessed at the beginning of Phase If:

what avaiiable machine best supports rapid development of feasibility mdels

anird what other machines are in the Arrny command and control environment in

%khich t he ONIA system would later be embedded.

The candidate machines at ADS; are Symbolics. UNITand DEC-V AX

y pemacIn. There is a preference for Symbolics or IN-lovrVXbeas

W, lie color mionitor. 4ra piir V Ia"I bI litiles. user Initerf ace ind ofttre

ools -l'h as; IlLJ. are availabie f'or :)oth of these( niachlies. .AD> currently has

more terrain analysis sotftware tor Svmnbolics. The development of planningl.

technologies at AD'S is occurring on b)0th types of machines.

If the Army decides the ONIA system is likely to interact closely with the

.\)C(O\IPF commuinity. then S -Ilmay be preferred. Other AXrmy planntin(

-vs1is se other machines: in particutlar, the Al.B\IS programn may li~e

,vm.,nhoilis or INllI.vet to he deie d.



IThe silectlion Det \%een n- rimok cs anid S Li N-IIl shiould be deflerred in1t ii the

-art of' Phlase 11. .ither ,rnacine would he acceptable to Tl~ he decision

Could be made inrnuiateliv and would not be a block to beginningZ oft'Aa re

1.eVelopinenit 'ince Al> ornilter ('enter (-an provide either type to the project.

4.2 U.S. ARMY ORGANIZATION SELECTION

A particular Army organization will be --elected1 and designated by the

Government OI-A, programi manager to interact with the ADS ON'LA, team to

provide or indicate development scenarios of interest, and domain expertise for

development and review. CAC. and (CGSC at Ft. Leavenworth. S2 A-irborne

Corp-- anid the 9, h In)fanit ryv l)rvision at Ft. 1.e-%%is a re p oss Ib iIi t i cs.

Consi derat ions iuc h ,;s ineractions with other programs such as B~at tlefield

(ornmrnader's As sistant. AI)I)CONIE arid ALB\IS a re relevanit. ADS;

participation In B(CA arid .\D[('O\IP F are focuissed at too low% of' an echelon to

be a good fit for ONIA Phlase 11. but (10 provide access to Army planning

expertise. If Al)' and t(arn are selected for :\ LBN1S then a great djeal of

knowledge engineerig interaction with Army' experts. and scenario development

and analysis will occur and be of value to OMIA. However, management care

would be exercised to focuis on operations monitoring technology development for

whichever Army unit the government O.\tA program manager prefers to focus

upon. This preference should be made within one month of contract award.

preferably at contract award.

4.3 OMA SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

The P hase 11 ONIA -,--tern devetopment will consis;t of:

I) e fi ii iri4 the (1esl i ) reente hurein by:

-Isingc an agreed upon scenario to guide the choice of' a terrain

(data base arid the selection and more precise specification of

tv pes of missions, activities, types of constraints, unit templates,

plan and orders forms. situation appraisal formats and -working

p ian* i'orriat s

- C'onducting intense knowledae engineering sessions with our
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p)roject .\rill, expert and ith Army operations experts in the

-me te(I . nrmy oranlizat iori.

- IDevelopi n a small -t of default templates for Corce in its and

activity ,w,orks: aid (jei'ailt procedural networks for specific
• -! I' . , ._. . ". . ,'* ,-( ;

- Btkildiz -mlail "bare-kones" knowled(ge bases aind knowled ge
<ouirces(ls .

- [ntegrating the KSs.

- l'xperimeritins with the above embryo system components in the

C'(llpq er.

- Refini in. technical approac hes for the issues raised in this Phase f

stidy le.., the ideas discussed in S-ections 2.1.4 and 3.1).

- Productin a "bare-bones" prototype O.IA system.

2) Reviewing the prototype design.

3) Scoping and focusing the development effort by specifying a sequence of

scenario situations and types of missions and activities for increasingly

more in-depth development.

4) Evolutionary development of the OMA system from the "bare-bones'"

prototype by:

- Conducting repeated knowledge engineering activities:

lhri r() , i I'rf,y wr,rl i t rr." , k th !h} O VA ()\ I r ,1\ y

(,perations expert.

In review and guidance sessions with active duty Army

operations experts.

- Encoding the knowledge.

- Rtnning the system on scenario ,ituations.

- Refining the knowledge base constructs and parameter values.
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- Iterating on these steps.

Demonstrating the OLX system capability by:

-sing a scenario that is ,irilar to. but different from the

(:evelop rle{:l s,'flnirio.

-Using non-team operations experts to make the decisions. but

aided by OMA team members to facilitate the mechanics of

using the system.

61 Identifying specific Army environment(s) in which to "'migrate" the

ONA system after Phase It.

Korawdge-based systems. by their verv nature. are never "'complete." Like

iuiman experts, they can always be both extended to incorporate a larger breadth

of' caahility and refined to ise a deeper set of knowledge. The OMA system as

,i*-s11,ne(I permits continuing growth in both of these dimensions. during and after

the Phase 11 development effort. However. there is a minimum amount of

development effort below which very little value could be expected to accrue. It

is estimated that at least a two-man level of effort for 18 months would be

required to develop and demonstrate a sufficiently capable OMLA, system to be

able to qualitatively evaluate its potential for complete development and use in

the field.

The effort would require personnel experts in Al planning technology, Army

operations, and expert system -hacking.- Personnel with high levels of expertise

.IIl b,), ,1p.o',,,i he'auise o -he :> of reiativwiy "untried" Al technology.

I presents a -'ti 'uie d prozraii pian 'or the above efforts.
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APPENDIX A. SCENARIO FOR A CORPS COMBAT SITUATION
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.>. Ariiiy corps is ldeployoed iI a frien iov foreiLgn country oversea., :L.,

part of a Joint Task Force .I'l". The 'ombat (,eements W' The corps have

deployed forward from a logistic buildup area to a threatened area where a

hostile power has made an incursion a r h le norder. (Contact with hostile

f'orces las been imade. aii i the( c'orns now is in :I 'ot ) 'a -it iftioni.

A buildup of ten days of supplies was in progrvss at the buildup area when

the corps was ordered to deploy forward to halt the hostile incursion. Thus.

supplies just unloaded from ships had to be dispatched forward by air. road, and

rail to sustain the corps in its combat operations. The corps commander has

established as a goal for the logistics function a ten-day stockage of all classes of

supply in the corps area forward. as well as ten-days stockage back in the

buildup area. The .JTF commander has concurred in hi h ¢oai.

The composition or the corps is its headquarters. one mechanized division.

one airborne division, a cavalry air combat) brigade, a ield artillery brigade, and

*everal combat support and combat service support units. In a combat situation.

consumption of' upplies is calculated to be 7,500 tons per day. The ,JTF also has

an Air Force component whose requirements for supplies must be balanced with

those of the corps by the JTF commander and his G1.

The tactical situation as it has developed involves the defense of an airhead

and a railhead from the incursion. Figure A-1 portrays the general situation.

The hostile force has been identified by intelligence as a corps consisting of a

mechanized division, an infantry division, a separate tank regiment, and

supporting units. It has crossed a bridge over a river, which forms the border

with the friendly country, and has proceeded along an axis formed by a road and

rail line. Only feeble opposition was encountered against border constabulary

nrwu, i s 01' ( tri(' iIv co Int rv. :rii the icu rioti hi, tnroTre,,e( ovcr 10 miles.

.lust boeyond this point, a small city is on the rail line, and a small

commercial airport lies about 15 miles outside the city. These facilities have been

chosen by the corps commander as those around which the defense has formed.

The city is the site of the railhead and the airport that of the airhead for the

movement of supplies. The airborne division has been deployed to the airport

and has engaged the enemy across and astride the road and rail line. It initially

gave ground grudgingly but now has established a viable defensive position.

which has caused the enemy to halt its main thrust. \n attempt by an infantry
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egi.ment rom the opposing torce to outflank the airborne division positions ha-S

neen countered by deployment or the brigade held in reserve by the airborne

division commander. At this time, all three of his brigades have been committed

and only one infantry battalion remains as a reserve force. [Becaute of this. and

'iiie to the presence of tank units in the oppoin ' torce. which the :irborne

division is ill-suited to match, the corps commander attaches his cavalry (air

combat) brigade to the airborne division. This brigade is also (leployed at the

airport: its attack helicopters provide the means of countering the enemy tanks.

Supplies needed for the airborne division and cavalry (air combat) brigade

lar exceed what can be provided bN tactical airlift: the corps commander must

provide enough supplies over land so that the defense being conducted will

continue to hold the opposing force. However. this requirement must compete

with the supply buildup which will allow the means necessary for the corps

Commander to reverse the tactical situation.

The 'heaviest- part of the corps. and that part which uses the bulk of

Corps supplies. i.e.. the mechanized division and the field artillery brigade, has

not yet been committed to the battle. These units are in assembly areas near the

railhead at the city near the airport. The corps commander is waiting for two

events: the next move by the commander of the opposing force and the buildup

of sufficient supplies to conduct a counterattack.

The rail and road facilities of the host country provide the main means for

building up and sustaining the military force of the JTF. The corps is deployed

near the border on the opposite side of the country from the port where the ships

from CONUS are unloaded. Thus. its line of communication is much longer than

that which extends from the port to various airfields at which are deployed the

-,i;I:lron- oC T he iir t'or'e cominomrant of t he .ITV. -uic, I he :ar ml% com ponelit

:mlist receive iupport fron the air force coijponent, the prioritization or -11ppiies

to the various units is a matter of constant attention and review by commanders

and chief logistics officers.

At this juncture, the opposing force commander determines to change the

tactical situation. fie had halted his advance to review the situation and

reorganize his forces when he found himseif opposed by the airborne division

defending the airhead and railhead. His attempt to turn the right flank of the

airborne division has been stymied, lie decides to send his tank regiment across
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arid. off the road and rail axis. to oitil:anKi the airport d i Cr 'roii li, .'

anid isoiate them frorn the rest of the corps. %hich lie Knos H) tbe it: mid arind
:he city. lie has considered his slippiv ituation and concluded hat le ,,an

-ovstain the armored thrust if :is own su pply line remains intact. Further, he has
iii ,ed that the hortness or sitipp les avaiiabie to tlie I '.. corp ,')o lilan(i er " Il

iot aliow use of the mechanized division to o)ppose his owkin move.

To keep the airborne division occupied during this evoliution. the opposi nIg

force commander orders his divisions near the airport along the road-rail line to

resume their attack.

The movement of the enemy tank regiment is detected by intelligence

ithin an hour after it begins. 'rie corps commander is informed, but at this

irne the situation has not developed to the point where the enemy's course or

action is clear. What is clear is that the initial move of the enemy is in a

direction that is undefended and thus. provides a clear path either to the railhead

at the city or to the rear of the airborne division. 'oon afterward, the corps

conmmander is informed by the airborne division commander that his defensive

position; along and astride the road-rail line are under renewed attack.

The corps commander immediately arranges a meeting with his staff and

the commander and staff of the mechanized division. Various courses of action

are identified and discussed: the supply situation is reviewed and its impact on
the various options is a critical factor in the commander's deliberations. The

enemy commanders flanking attack with his tank regiment has forced the corps

commander to the point of decision.

The plan which the corT commander decides to implement involves three

, 't 1 ~,)it 'oordirlated main ti'ioniS: aiterdiction by air power of The eneriy

neICnanized divisions organic attack helicopter unit: and. most decisiveliy, a
co,,nterattack employing a wide sweep by the bulk of the mechanized division to
strike behind the enemy forces being engaged by the airborne division. Figure

A-2 illustrates the main features of this plan.

11hle air at t a'k on the o'ne my", Iinte ot' comini c at ionr rmust be req nested

fron the air force component. This requirement includes destruction of the

bridye at the border to cut off supplies from the hostile power to its force

o-b
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rneanis to continue it-; attacks. 11f i.ccesst'lil. t hi' kouiij retteve r :w~ pr--ire, mil

hle airb~orne diviii imiti als o slo%% or iait the ihruit o' the (eeniv lik r !flwliieii

-, ib'Cqueietlv, the eriertt\ny %oiiltl b- It-t 't l t he :~-ii~to co',1ilcJt -vi aa

r'ffect 1%-( (lee, t5(-..

Die (AtteVT OC 'ho le r ar iterdirt lolil I l iol b" ~i4i~~ e ~i

enemyv lank re"11nieMit ts be c(Cke,(i kitkokiot~iv This,- t'j'a' e

assig-nment given to the attack helicopter unit of' the iiiechanized di visiotn. If

,uccessful, this would negate the daniger of' the airborne division thing outflanked

adisolated: ailso. 't rieiitralizes a threat to the railhead mt the c-it V and to the

right flank ot' the rnle'nanlized divilon. thbus. aillowiai j it t )rovce' 1 ttit11pe(C;1

its couniteratzack to I it, Feair oFr tie main crivii-ly 1or(7e.

Trhis coun te(rat tac k hv t-he nich iani zed div is ion I.ze ivl iied by, the corps

commian der as the ie iye ro k e. -Self-pmro peIled ar *t lier iVin its of' the field

artilleY briade will ',)( aitta(hed to the division. IT %k'il drain inost of' the

,litpplies prf-e'vlt bul- iip. it thle corps 'oinriaiide r ;i'ceptsi I hl ris;k becaulse

the advantages of' the operation's success are judged worthwhile. The operation's

success would have the mechanized division in the rear of the enemy's divisions.

already in contact with the airborne division to their front. The result wouid be

the disruption of the hostile units as an effective fighting force. The railhead and

air-head would he secure andf the hostile incu rsion foiled.

Logistics required to carry out the plan Involve ensuring suthient supplies

for the counterattack b~y the mechanized division and the checking of the enemy

tank regiment while sirmitaneouslv providing the airborne divlii enough to

aire ava iable ror the attac'k helicopters to contain the viioveitnen t of the enemy%

tank regiment. The remainder of the me(chanized division with attached self-

propelled artillery is alertLed to commence its counterattack in 'ouir hours.

The options the ('ommander exercises must place his forces in a position of

relative advantage it! order to be suiccessfuil. In all -itilation,. the abilli to

handle Information rapidly Is critical If the corps is to be expectedi to exe('uteC

devisions before t he euern cuv(anm react.
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discuss the lowest-level issues of implementation and efficiency (e.g., caching strategies).
Rather, we examine slightly higher-level considerations. such as knowledge

representation languages and search control techniques.

Throuhout this section we aim for breadth. rather than depth. \Ve provide some

perspective about the field as a whole, but to learn more about any specific topic that is

,'ovrei, here ex i t ,I varietv of general te xt books and peci ii(- articles

nilssonO. rich83, charniakS5. AebberSt, cohen82. For the interested reader. we have

provided citations that should serve as pointers into the Al planning literature. We

have not. however, provided anything approaching a comprehensive bibliography; the

books cited above provide more complete sections of references.

1.1.2. Planning Paradigms

There are mnany ways to classify planning ,ystems. In this qection. we take the view
that sun systems can be described by the kinds of plans they generate. by the way
they generate plans. and by the 'ay they encode the world for planning. We briefly
consider broadly descriptiVe ,'ate-ories under each of these headings.

13.1.2.1. Kinds or Plans Generated

Linear Plans Mlos", commonly. the output of a planning system has a linear
structure, that is, it is a concatenation of operators that are meant to be applied in
sequence. The plan is temporally ordered (i.e., the operators' order is completely
specified) and has a "'flat" structure. Even when development of the plan did not at
first require a total ordering of the operators. the planner will ultimately make a
commitment to a total ordering, since a linear plan is the most natural detailed
description of actions to be followed by a single active agent. In fact, the methods by
which a partially-ordered plan is converted into a totally-ordered plan. and the stage of
the planning process at which this conversion takes place, have been important areas for
research.

Non-linear Plans III contrast to totally-ordered. linear plans. borne planners might
r, ',,-!r!u:r ittinb, .. partialilv-or(ired <tquen ce- of ,) peranor,. For ,.xample. a

ai;i L!," -i 'l ;Wti0i ( OC'l r oerore actiorn 41. mnd that action-s 6 ari(i c occur

altier a ,1 ;oi iefore d. wlit riiigl t not specify anything about whether b or c should be
p[r'orrti,,,( be'ore the other. There is in Ohis output inherent parallelism, which may
inake it >;itan le for ,xeciltion by multiple agents, acting concurrently. However. since
the sequence of actions is not fully specified. care has to be taken that the various
actions do1 not interfere with one another when they are actually carried out in the
environment.

Another way in %hichl the output of' a planner might be non-linear is if it is
11 erarrh aci in struc'ure. This is the case when the i'inal plan includes operations at

B1-2



different levels of abstraction. For example. a plan to paint a room might include high-

level goals that have not yet been fully expanded into low-level actions, such as "buy

paint," mixed with low-level atomic actions, such as "dip the brush into th- paint.'

A non-linear, hierarchical plan may also be produced that includes both the final
actions and their associated higher-level goals. even when these higher-level goals have
been fully expanded.

Partial Plans (interleaved planning and execution) When people construct
plans, they generally do not plan down to the last detail all at once. Rather, an

incremental process of planning is used. Part of a plan is developed and execution is
begun. with the understanding that later parts will be constructed afterwards (usually
when more information becomes available). For example, a plan to travel from New
York to a particular St. Louis hotel may consist first of taking a plane from one airport
to another. The travel on the plane is begun before it is clear how one can get from the
St. Louis airport to the hotel: it is simply assumed that this part of the plan will be

developed at a later time. This sort of planning interleaves planning and execution. It

appears to be a fundamental technique that real-world planning systems will need to
use, since there is rarely enough information at first for a system to complete the entire

planning task. Despite the importance of this problem. relatively little work has been
done on it.

This type of planning. along with conditional plans (described below), are attempts to
deal with inherent uncertainty in the planning domain.

Conditionals and Iteration The most basic plans are linear sequences of actions---

operators that are strung together to move from an initial configuration of the world to

a final configuration. Many problems, however, cannot reliably be solved by a simple
sequence of steps. There may be uncertain conditions that need to be checked (e.g.. is a

door open or closed), or a sequence of steps that need to be repeated until some
condition is true. These control structures of conditionals and iteration can be used to
construct a more complex plan. one that is more general and capable of dealing with
%"arliils rea}i-%k.orkli ,'r' [ts :.I' .

In !1,n ii, . rif, , r willing to think o( a plan a. having all the conrot
constructs tourid in a computer program---thouzh the plan. inlike the program. will
need to handle uncertainty in the environment. This level of control generality is rarely
found in the .Al planning literature.

Generation of Abstract Plans (plan learning) Learning is an important topic of

.\l research, and the planning literature makes its own contribution to this field.
Several planning systems have the capability of generating abstract plans that can then

be used in subsequent plan generation---instead of having to search for a plan from
scratch. a planner can ise a previously discovered plan (found as the solution to a

I m mn mm mm r nm m l B u I IN mIII ml III 
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similar problem) as an aid in finding the new plan. For example, if a planner has been

told to find a plan that results in block C being on top of block B. and in block B being
on top of block A. it may construct a particular sequence of operations. Ncw. if a
similar problem is presented to the planner. but this time it involves blocks F. E. and

D. the planner may be able to use its previous solution in solving the new problem.

The technique used in plan learning involves abstracting out the key features of' the

previously developed plan. so that it can be used in the new context. This involves, for

example. turning constants that appear in the plan into variables (in our example

above, turning the block names A. B, and C into variables x. y, and z. which could then

later be instantiated as D. E. and F). This capability was a part of the STRIPS planner
(where it was called the MV-ACROPS facility) and part of the HACKER system. Finding

useful techniques for generalizing plans and developing abstract plans remains an open

research issue.

Plans for Multiple Agents There has been recent work done on the problem of

planning for multiple agents. The primary purpose of distributing plans among various

agents is increased ei'ficiencv (due to parallel execution of the plan). In addition, the

planning domain sometimes consists naturally of a group of geographically distributed
agents. or of functionally diverse agents: development of parallel plans allows for a

-traightforward mapping oi actions to agents. Plans f'or multiple agents can be
developed at a central location (as is usually the case in current systems), or can
themselves be developed in parallel by planners working on their own.

The chief issue in developing plans for multiple agents is to ensure these agents'

cooperation with one another. In particular. the actions of the agents must be
gynchronzzed. and the agents must avoid inadvertent destructive interference. In

certain cases, explicit communication is used by the agents to achieve this cooperation:
at other times, the cooperation is achieved by careful, detailed development of the
separate plans and by implicit communication (e.g.. visual contact).

Plans for Satisfying Multiple Goals Most planners are presented with a single

ZoAl ie.criptioll. a -tate of the xorld that they are to "make true" through application
I, :'. -',lierice of oprators. :n practice. rio X% 'er. it i often isei'l to accomplish <evera i

;r th, -:1i1w rl:e. anid , ; ollid be desirable to h , :P a p:ila er that was c:itp ble of
leneratinz pians that made multiple goats true. (ionstraints on "primary goal
>atisfaction can also be thought of as independent goals to be made true at the same
rime that the primary goal is made true (e.g.. "Alove the blue pyramid onto a red block

without touching any green blocks" could be thought of as consisting of two goals).

One approach taken to solving this problem has been to generate a plan to satisfy one
ot the goals. and then modifying it to satisfy the other as well waldinger77. Provision

must be made. in developing the plan. to "protect- certain aspects of the world during
plan exu (ution ifor example. one soal should not be undone while achieving the second).



The final (multiple goal) plan is usually of the same structure as a single goal plan---
that is, it doesn't look any different. It has simply been constructed so as to engender
several outcomes in the environment. Some research on multiple-goal pi..ns has been
carried out in the natural language generation domain appelt82a (i.e.. planning an
utterance that accomplishes several 4oals).

[1.1.2.2. WNays of' Generating Plans

Script Based Planning One method of planning involves the use of plan templates:
these --skeletons" provide the abstract structure of the plan that will be generated.
without specifying the details of which operators will be used to fill it out. The task of
the planner, then, is to decide which template is most suitable for achieving the goal.
and then determining how to instantiate that template. The advantage of script-based
planning is its efficiency---it provides a highly structured guide to searching through the
space of plans. However. the tochnique is suitable only in domains where there is a
predictable regularity to the kinds of pians that will be generated. and where this

regularity can be exploited by essentially (joing part of the plan generation ahead of
time (i.e.. building the scripts into the system).

Hierarchical Planning When the search for a plan takes place at several levels of
abstraction, the planner is said to be doing hierarchical plannzng. For example. a
planner may have the high-level concept of -painting a room." as well as the details of
how this should be done (buy some paint. buy a brush, etc.). Now, in planning some
goal like "redecorate the house.- the planner may discover a sub-goal such as -paint a
room," without immediately converting this latter goal into its constituent parts. Some
of the planning may proceed at this level (e.g., ordering of actions, deciding which room
to paint first). and only later will the lower-level goals and final actions be specified.

The key point in hierarchical planning is thus that the search for a plan takes place
asing goals and sub-goals that are at different levels of abstraction.

Non-Hierarchical Planning In contrast to hierarchical planning. non-hzerarchical

)lnn' nq involves rea.,onin that occurs soiely at a sirig levei 01C ab-traction. This ,toes

'lot m11ean that hero aro r is :!nd _h-a ,Omls. hut rather that the loais 3fld ,Ill)-goa.

:tre all i he t he :ir e ii ( r:)f r I ) 1.

Consider. for example, the t'ollowing blocks world situation. There are four blocks in
our world (A. [. C. and D1 and a table. The table is very small. and can only have
three blocks touching it at one time. Initially, blocks A. B, and C are on the table, and
block D is on top of block B. Now imagine that a non-hierarchical planner is given the
goal of getting block B on block .\. In order to do this. a sub-goal is generated of
making tie top of B clear. This in turn might involve the sub-goal of moving block D
onto the top of block C !Ine C is the only appropriate free >pace) ---a sub-goal very
-imiiar in form to the original )al. In this example. there is thus a hierarchy of goals



(because there is a goal and subordinate sub-goals), but there is not a hierarchy of levels
of abstraction. It is therefore an example of non-hierarchical planning.

Obviously, the distinction one makes between hierarchical and non-hierarchical
planning depends on one's classification of levels of abstraction in the planning process
(i.e., the question to be answered in deciding whether a system was hierarchical or not
would be --Does planning system X make use of multiple levels of abstraction?''").
Although there can be some artificiality in how one delimits levels of abstraction, it is
generallv clear when a planning system does or does not make use of multiple levels.

Opportunistic Planning When people plan, they often do so in a manner that takes
into account the opportunities for generating efficient plans that become apparent
during the planning process itself. For example, if someone has a set of goals. "pick up
groceries.' "visit optometrist." "go to bank." they may begin planning a route through
torwn to the grocery store, then become aware that the optometrist has an office near
that -tore and decide to stop in on the way. The development of different parts of the
plan are interleaved with one another, and the whole process is typically modeled after
the blackboard architecture of the HtEARSAY I1 system. Certain claims of
psychological validity (or similarity to human planning) are also made for this method
of pianning.

Planning as Debugging Another paradigm for the planning process is that of
debugging: this approach is epitomized by the program HACKER. A rough plan is
developed that attempts to reach the goal state, but which, it is acknowledged, may
contain errors. Specialized "critics" are then employed to correct the plan. to debug it.
Each critic is a piece of code that is directed to look for prototypical "bugs" in the
plan. For example. in a plan t t is supposed to achieve goal NI and goal N. there
wouid be a critic to check for the invalidation of one of Ns necessary preconditions by
the actions that achieve NI.

Multiple Agents (planning in parallel) Above. we mentioned research that is
being pursued in designing plans for multiple agents. There is also research goino on in
h,- parailel h.(iri P p,-.. p:Ian 'hat are fabricated by aueiis wor.ciM in parallel.hI lfv rt: l v . )e(q' : )l: lts. ot c,' n' r l'rf' ,I . :tr i nte n d ed to e c a rr ic( o 'i r b y ,i i

There are many potential advantages to parallel planning. There is the added
efficiency of the planning process: local information does not need to be transmitted to
a central location (saving time and transmission costs), and parts of the plan can be
developed in parallel (so that total plan generation takes less time). There is also the
possibility that localized information can be more effectivelv brought to bear on the
planning process: for example. the search space for each agent using local information
may be much smaller than the search space for a centralized agent using qlobal
inlormation. 1hre is a:so a potential advantage of robustness. ince plan generation
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does not depend on a single agent that might fail.

One drawback to this paradigm is that, eventually, the pieces of the plan must be
merged (or at least synchronized) so as to avoid destructive interference of the subparts.
In general. the interactions among sub-plans (-an be quite subtle, and it is not always a
simple matter to coordinate or patch them so that they don't interfere (thougia this
Coordination and patching has been the focus for most multi-agent planning research

rosenschein82. georgeff83.). Sometimes. it will be necessary to build an entirely new
plan.

Another drawback is that as soon as the planning becomes distributed, one must
consider issues of communication in the plannning process. For example. one agent may
have local information that is critical to the planning process of another agent. To get
effective planning, each agent must decide what information to communicate, and
whom to communicate it to. These are dificult issues.

Of course, the communication situation is only marginally better in the celitraized
planning case iwhere one agent develops a plan for many, agents to carry out). There
are still difficult communication issues---a local agent cannot realistically Tell -he
centralized planner everything about its current situation. and must instead ,t-cide
what relevant facts to transmit. In this case. though, at least the agent need not
dlecide with ,nom Ito communicate: there is one central agent who can use 'he
information.

Reactive Planning The Al literature has recently adopted the term reactzve
planning to designate the related work of several planning researchers who are
attempting to construct systems that react intelligently to changed circumstances.
Reactive planning ties together the concepts of interleaved planning and execution. the
construction of partial plans and dynamic plan expansion as execution progresses. Tie
planning component and the execution component are closely linked, with new planning
taking place when new information becomes available (e.g.. updating of beliefs,
updating of goals, construction of new courses of action that reflect a new reality. The

-1at this ,dA r :i(ire.-e, :Ir,, iw i (''e ,! Dait irL in :arl lrn cerTain 'A0,
' ' i , T ..,,, rl[',r'riilorn. : . d Ii: a \' ,ri,: %kliere , ,e pl rnnrrii .- :i., i' -

:, l l~ ,'l -,-o !- (- ""e I. 'IzrM Wl -perr' , :! :I lrl '1il i Y~i !,l mz :),rlo l o 1' oil . rr~ az , r

"f1:,iarmn I,.z). I)Oievant. %.orK Ii i es 'eorietl'b. anskv* . in ert .

Adversarial Planning Mlost planning research as;sumes that the world -an he
described in "erms of static and dynamic objects. with associated attributes but no
associated inteiiigence. F:or e:ample, the planner's world may consist of rooms. 'Wlocks
with associated colors. etc. some recent work has considered the possibility of -he
plariners. ,%orid becoming complicated by the presence of' other intelligert :ig(cnvl. t)l

no a I lv thvs agnts are assunmd 1w be enevolent rosenscheinSa , in that the'ir :oaks
;trfW riot ill ,'ori'lict . Th the oiarirlers oii', mid. 7ivon certain conlt raints. "e'; re
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always willing to cooperate with the planner.

In some situations, however, the planner may need to assume that its envronment
contains potentially hostile agents. In this case, the planner must take into account
their goals, which may be in conflict with the planner's own goals. Sophisticated
"adversarial planning" is a relatively unexplored area of A[. though some work has been
,ione on these issues geneserethS6, roserischeinS6. carbonellsl .

There was early research in Al that examined simple adversarial relationships, such as
that between opponents in a game (e.g., checkers, chess) samuel59, nilsson7l . Search
techniques were used to evaluate options, under the assumption that the actions of the
two sides were interleaved, and that there was full information (though possibly of only
approximate accuracy) about the relative -'goodness" of different outcomes. Newer
work considers situations where the adversaries will be taking effectively simultaneous
actions rosenschein5a , and where full information may not be available.

I1.1.3. Ways of' I'ncoding the World for Planning

There are a wide variety of alternate methods for encoding descriptions of the world
in Al planning, and one ,'an usefully characterize systems by the approach they take to
this problem. We will not review all these methods here. but will only describe two
widely differing approaches that demonstrate representative potential techniques. \We
describe the second in more detail than the first because (being more recent) it is less
well known, and is more difficult to find described in the Al literature.

Logical Deductive Planning---Beliefs, Desires, Intentions One popular
paradigm for "formal" planning involves the explicit representation of the planning
agent's beliefs, desires, and intentions (BDI) konolige84. cohen86 . These aspects of the
automated agent, corresponding to the analogous psychological components of a human
agent, are then manipulated within the computer to arrive at what is often called
rational action, i.e., action that ;s in pursuit of reasonable goals. The notion of beliefs
corr'esponds roughly to the fac. that an ag ent has in its database (and sometimes also
, te acts it ' an derive. h>ire- are rElate to ,he goal.i t hat in agent osses-e, andi

The representation of' an avet as having these components leads to an intilit.ive and
formially precise system, in which a variety of planning techniques can be embedded.
R~esearch continues on ways of' formally describing some of the necessary mechanisms of
rational action (e.g.. how to reconcile conflicting goals).

Situated Automata .\ri alternative to the Belief. l)esire. Intention mIIodei of
representing an automated agent has recently been proposed rosenscheinSb . InsTead
ot oxplicitiv luildinz into an :1(40t1r an ncod Iing (in internal data structuresi of' facts.

,al-. etc.. the agent 'I -;een as a ituated qrutomnton, %which enters into Various <taes

I J-,.



based on its sensory information and computational efforts. These states bear no direct
syntactic relationship to the logical encoding of facts (though there is a semantic
relationship).

For example. consider an agent. If it were using the 1I)[ model (discussed above), and

it knew that BlockA is red, there would be some explicit data structure representing the
fact (e.g.. a logical statement "RED(BlockA)"). But what it' the agent is. instead, a
situated automaton? In this case, if the agent knows that BlockA is red. there will be
no explicit data structure in its memory such as "RED(BlockA)." This knowledge
would be implicit in its current state. It would be reflected in any actions the agent
would take in this state, or in the transitions to other internal states that the agent

might undergo.

There is a consistency to this view, since even in the BDI model there isn't really a
data structure 'RED(BlockA)---there are just I's and O's inside the computer (or
electrons flowing through gates). The use of abstract notions like "'RED(BlockA)" just
provides the agent's designer with a useful conceptual level at which to consider the
problems of rational action. Problems potentially arise when this designer tries to
actually build a program that operates on statements like 'RED(BlockA)." since then
what was once a useful conceptualization of rational action may become a burdensome
computational inconvenience.

But the situated automata approach still takes a formal view of the design of rational
agents. In particular, logic is still used in the situated automata paradigm to describe
an agent. but it is used by the designer to specify the characteristics of the automated
agent. The logical specification is compiled down into a working model of the agent
that no longer literally represents the original logic. One practical benefit may be that
this compiled version of an agent will operate considerably more efficiently than the

BDI models have.

B.1.4. Component Reasoning Technologies

W hen :I :11itolli(ated Izent {H ),ilt to operate ni :iny partilo i r *Iorriir. there :Ire

,ori I r;t rIn ti- on :t> , if rl i ri l )-Ill )or t h IY The fiiviro)rl!tleti :011i id ' t,,. e\p 'ct:I, W< vod

the (icsziier. )epeidi rig on %%fiat the agent -" -iipposc, t0 (, a1W e to io. iroit , et ,nldiin1
on the kinds of things it rmust represenlt or reason abo, . ,here may e na variety of
plannrigm theories that ouight To be incorporated into the agent.

In this section we briefly discuss some of the various theoretical aspects of planning
that can be used in implemented systems. Which of these are appropriate for any
particular system will depernd bot h on the en viron ment in which it will be operatin arid
on the sorts of capabilities one hopes to give it.
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B.1.4.1. Temporal Reasoning and Scheduling

Any agent that hopes to act in the real world must deal. one way or anoth,1 r. with
aspects of time. Of course, even the simplest planner must construct action sequences
so that 'he constituent actions are performed in the right temporal order. However.
there are everal other ways in which temporal reasoning can be involved in automated
platritirim, cludiit ihe following:

" An agent may be given goals that involve specific points of time (e.g., "be at
location x at 3pm"). or that deal with ranges of time (e.g.. "be at location x
before 3pm but after 2pm").

" If planning is "'real-time" (that is. the time it takes in deciding how to act is
relevant to timely performance of the actions), then the automated agent
must also factor into its planning activity the time taken doing the planning.
I' an agent must be somewhere in one hour. it should not take two hours
(levejoping a plan on how to get there. This issue relates to the interleaving
01 panning and execution, and to the problem of partial planning. An agent
that uspects immediate action is required may decide to start an activity

f eore it has fully constructed the final plan, trusting that plan expansion
can contintie later on.

"*ynchronization and coordination of activity may need be accommodated by
the planner. In its simplest form. of course, this is the problem (mentioned
above) that is handled by virtually every planner---the coordination of its
own activity in pursuit of goals. In more complicated environments, the
actions of other agents may need to be synchronized and coordinated (this is
most apparent, obviously, in a multi-agent system). We will call this kind of
ternyuoral reasoning activity "'scheduling.

There have been two approaches in the planning literature to the problems of time.
.iome researchers (such as Allen, McDermott. and Shoham

allen.1. -ncdermott82. shoham86 1 have put forward 9eneral theories of time. formal
r'e i:,- T. r rIroietn - l I: f)bi' :ue. - he, e heories :llow :in ;it.. to

:i~~ ol. A'i'li luse uon di:W!'r Fromt (i;w :i~it her in 1lo\ t hey r'r~ tlt jte i;or

tl i ir', ot re{asoniml a)O11 it. -Oine the.oi,-. :illow reasonint about pont.,S of tUi1e,
vh ile w trs deal kith i.ntpr/,n of tuIrn1.

In contrast to these formal theories are the nat ie theories of trne found in a great
many otnr systems. Here. time is a simplified construct that is present in a bare form
that aiuow the azerit lo perform only the most necessary plannina activity---for
,,aMpif. '"Le abilitV to Itring tOgether atomic acrhions in a particular time ordering e,,

Uk IP- :Tk'es71 . (;ellrai theories have te advantaue of greater power. while naive
tiheori,- :,r,)viIde greatr *'Iliciencv. .\s rientione'l above, !he question of whetlher :a
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general or naive theory is most appropriate for a given system will be determined by a
consideration both of the domain and of the designer's expectations of the system.

For a discussion of the requirements that should be met by temporal theories, see
shohamS5 . That paper lists ten criteria by which to measure "theories of change,"

inCluding the ability to deal with time intervals, continuous change. concurrent actions.
an possible w( orlds.

13.1.4.2. Spatial Reasoning and Physical Interaction

Just as some domains require reasoning about time, others require reasoning about
.space and the way physical objects interact. There are a variety of different issues that
fall into this general category, including:

" Formal theories of kinematics are particularly useful in planning movement
in robotics. The motion of a robot arm, for example, must be analyzed in
detail for it to accomplish its intended activity. Not only must orientations
be correct. but it may be necessary to avoid obstacles during the course of
trov ment.

" \nother type of spatial reasoning is terrain rea.soning., for example that used
by an autonomous land vehicle (.-LV'). The geometry through which the
VLV moves has its own idiosyncracies (e.g., untraversable areas.
topographical features that affect speed and distance) and must be taken
into account in route planning. In addition, it is often useful to reason
about terrain movement at a variety of levels, planning gross movements at
a high level and fine movement at a much lower level of detail.

" .Just as there are naive theories of time. there are also it naive theories of
.,pace and objects. This so-called -naive physics" hayes85a. hayes85b is
used to do general reasoning about physical reality without immersion by
the planner into the details of physical laws. For example, a child is able to
bounce a bail without any formal knowledge of elasticity---instead, intuitions
::r, .a-ii ":i . ; ui _ :o: -tri'tlv ,'orrect. are ufficient for the task ;it ;Iario.

W ('1 r'('j~ 1;() oC I- ti n:: ,= r, :! ': { 1 : r, r la tt..i : ' t o l r :!!Ili 1d[:111:1* l

Thcre i, a, inaloly between the iormai informal treatments of time. and the
lorma inliormal treatients ol -pace. Formal theories provide generality, while informal
tecniniques are often more efficient and suffiientlv powerful for the job at hand.

Deciding how formal a theory is needed (or more precisely, how powerful a system is
r ,edd I a i idg~ment to he made (on'e again) based on domain details and

[ r{rrirlanice e-x e('t a)t ilS.



B.t.4.3. Dealing with constraints

When a computer is instructed in a conventional programming language to .arry out
a sequence of actions, those actions are spelled out in detail---the machine is told
precisely hou, to do its job. High-level languages move along the spectrum towards
telling the machine wchat to do. without specifying precisely how to do it.

Planning research in AL can be seen as investigating the 'what end of this spectrum:
the machine can be given a high-level description of what the user wants done. and the
machine fills in the operational details. Planning in this sense bears a close relationship
to work in automatic programming---but with extra considerations thrown in, such as
uncertainty about the environment.

Sometimes, it is useful not only to tell the machine what it qhould do. but also what it
should n t do. These instructions about what not to do are the negative constraints
under which the planner must operate in constructing its course of action (and, more
importantly, under which the autonomous agent must operate in the real world). When
a planner is said to "handle constraints." these instructions about what the machine
,iho',, not do are stated explicitly.

Of course, there may also be positive constraints, such as "'Vse resources X and Y
in the plan." Again. 'dealing with constraints" implies that they are given to the
planner explicitly.

Constraints can be either hard or sort. Hard constraints must absolutely be adhered
to by the planner, while soft constraints can be thought of as guidelines that will
influence the form of the solution, but may be violated if necessary.

There are several other attributes that characterize the constraints that may be given
to a planner:

• One important category of constraints involves resource management.
The plan that I a !,) be constructed must satisfy ('ertain criteria in it- use of
r,. oirc('e . I e iti nt;tions on the ,ise of' resources !iav e'xj't hoth at the
,)i((c .I i>c 'Id t,71I iIiw ,loniain). and :: th. !Iieia-levol tho rt' oo Jr,'(

lor example. a planner may may be told that it, must reach a certain

geographical location, but that it must do so within a set time limit. The
planner is faced with a complicated time constraint that affects both which
generated plans will be satisfactory (object level), and how much time it can
,pendi or planinin hieta-level).

This example oc' a constraint is particuarly (i ifficuilt to 0atisfy. and few
,lirrent plannin -.vyerns have the combination olf -Pit'-awareness and
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flexibilitv to deal with it properly (though some have begun to address the
problem dean85, dean86 ). A simpler resource management constraint
might be. for example, to construct a plan for typsesetting and print.ng files
that costs less than some specified amount given certain computer-time and
printing costs).

A .not her type ot constraint in ,c n ann in proe:s is the problem of illegal
states. A planner might be told that it should accomplish some task. but
that at no time during the execution of the plan should the executor be in
some particular specified state (e.g.. "'Go to room A without passing through
room B").

Constraint propagation is an operation over the planner's constraints. In
planning, a constraint that arises in one section of a plan may limit choices available in
other sections, and discovering these niew constraints ('an substantially cut down on the
nimber of' possible solutions (this. of course. can be very helpful in the generation of
plans). The "flow- of constraints from one part of a plan to another (i.e.. the
formation of new constraints through ,he interactions of old ones) is what is meant by
constraint propagation. ('onstraint propagation is an important and frequently used
techniq~le both in planning and in other areas of artificial intelligence, such as vision.

Cons' ier. for example. a >hipping problem. You are trying to plan the movement or
boxes -,ross the country. You have several methods of transport (car. plane. etc.).'but
there ,7e a few explicit constraints: you want to move the boxes within a certain time.
and be low some cost. The constraints interact, because the speed and cost of
transp, rtation both rule out certain alternatives. Each can help limit the choices
availaL- ., and help make an appropriate final plan easier to find.

.noti.er approach to dealing with constraints involves the technique of Least
Comm-itment Planning. Using this technique. the planner considers whether
comm, ting itself to any particular choice of an action might interfere with other parts
of the plan. If there is potential interference, the planner defers the choice of a

::rtW, i ar it i 0 :in K ril :hir -f: I , ' -: '111 ' c 'i .ve:1.0o() 1O ('1 Ler1 'Ar: r ! Kl
,. '''r(. : -+,orio nl T)r h}.. : il l ! , :)<o t: r o r t 'i. ",. I ./ ~ , "! ;I] , :i vo<id im:e<. ,r, : z "P I :I+

'A . d !i: 1i, 'n . : '[1s : : ! n' :

I ti iit ailiv. t he least cornmit rn ien piannor makes choices loca ly that imply 'ertail
constraints on other parts of the plan. These constraints are 'posted- (i.e.. announced)
so that other parts of the plan can be assembled taking them into account. Of course.
least commitment plannin (,'an ;eldorn be the !-oie method of assembling a plan. and
other planning technilme' are orten 'ronrbined xith it.
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B.1.4.4. Reasoning About Assumptions

One useful attribute for a planner wouid be for it to be able to reason .-bout its

assumptions. This type of reasoning could take several forms.

In constructing a plan. certain assunmpt ions are built in to the final sequence

of actions. %lost typicaily. each :tion is assumed to generate a set of
predictable outcomes in the ,% orai. and the -e outcomes are often

preconditions for the successful attainment of the goal state (i.e.. each
action s outcomes are preconditions of subsequent actions or are specified as
part of the desired goal). For example, doing a PUT of block A on block B
is assumed to leave block A on block B.

>ome planners explicitly( check each action's predicted outcomes, to make
<uire that the action was successful. While this exhaustive checking improves
The chances that the plan will be carried out successfully, it is a crude

method, since it doesn't intelligently identify a subset of things that

probably need to be checked, avoiding things that probably don't need to be
checked.

" An intelligent planner inight (devote resources to checking assumptions
lwfore plan construction. For examtpie. there may be outdated assumptions

about aspects of the world that a reasoning system "ould choose to check.
because it knows that some elements in the environment are highly dynamic.
or because an incorrect assumption could have grave consequences. This
sort of reasoning is not implemented in current planning systems.

1.1.4.5. Dealing With Risk

Few planners are currently capable of reasoning about risks when they weigh
alternatives. For example. a planner might know certain probabilistic information
about actions that it can take---there may be certain risks incurred when one plan is
chosen over another (e.g.. an autonomous land vehicle may be destroyed by the enemy

it i, Tio- ( l \he ron ?()!(- ()i(- :ii)proa'ih, to this pirol)iem I- -o iiicmmorlte ilto a

pi:i:irier :ecision tIa orertic :,,'i:ri:l:, br cw: a(ir:a oifr - iV , :t 'cion. T'Ihe
pia:rir 111 liv i Ive ro ", iI I-T.',' ' i() - I)hh- ." I It o.ci--;ori il 1 ri T( t'i', 't r :

wv l'% , onsidering the reiative 'it lilily w, pu)r-1i1 . different options. This amalgamiiation[
Of Al ani d(,,rision theory his Oe ii)_n II a mall way. but much work remains to be done.

l)ealing with risk. of course. also involves dealing with inherent uricertaintv. as
,tisussed below.

1.I .4.6. Reasoning t nder (uncertainty

Bayesian Reasoning

IIII I



The classical methodology for combining quantified evidence is Bayes' Rule. Bayesian
reasoning is characterized by quantitative degrees of support. a prior enumeration of
tenable hypotheses, a prior model of the statistical support for hypotheses independent
of any set of observations about them, and an underlying conceptual model based on
the principle or a "fair bet." The fair bet is the fraction of the resources an unbiased
observer would bet on each side of an hypothesis. All resources must be gambled on one
sai]e or )ite other: there is no "not sure" alternative. These degrees of support are

assessed from several independent sources and then combined by multiplying them
together.

In practice, the Bayesian beliefs are combined through a specific formula (Bayes' Rule)
which performs conditioning of probabilities: current data are interpreted with respect
to knowledge of the observation independent prior support for the given hypotheses. As
a result. these "priors' have a tendency to dominate the outcome of the Bayesian belief
combination process. A practical attempt to address the probabilistic degree-of-belief
concept in expert systems is given in the work of Duda et. al. (1979). in which is
developed a subjective Bayesian technique for representing uncertainty. This technique
uses the concentional statement of Bayes' Theorem. but supposes that the probabilities
are subjectively determined. Modifications are introduced to deal with the problems of
interdependency that arise when dealing with a network of rules. and were implemented
in f)ROSPE('TOt.

A related practical effort to represent degree of belief is given in the work of Shortliffe
and Buchanan (1975). In this model of reasoning, degrees of belief represented as
certainty factors", rather than probabilities. These are functions of two other

measures. namely the "measure of belief" of an hypothesis given the evidence and the
measure of disbelief" given the evidence. The %n'CIN system is built upon these

Concepts.

The strengths and weaknesses of Bayesian systems are well known. One of their
principal weaknesses is the number and depth of the assumptions one must make in
order to be able to apply a Bayesian analysis. What is the innate prior likelihood of all
h;'p,,th .'' ,.( :rl ~ht wair () ,'on.-ider. l-ow do %e arrive at such a set oi prior
1 yif - -''-'-. I \\lt " ' f. 'pIItIT1 oloWicai 1 motivation for assertina that beliefs are weli-

:, 1': rA I tint )'r'. I low,  ritn ' l ':ll ' e (ide9 lid 01 1 " -IIW ' C A

Il x.-in , MutI at ion f. . is the frequently the case. the priors .were .'hosel )V

ta i I,'a -anipiiii or by fabrication instead of hrough knowledge of the true
, i>I ri t )i i '.

Dempster-Shafer

.\ i'able neians for combining evidence is the Dempster-Shafer uncertainty calculus
(Shafer. 1976). which subsumes both the Boolean and Bayesian techniques as special
ca..,,,s aa n id :t it o lx provides art explicit representation of' the system s ignorance as



well as its knowledge. The major modification to the Bayesian techniques by the
Dempster-Shafer is that whereas the former permit belief to be associated with the
individually identified possibilities about the real world, the latter allows beiief to be
attributed to sets of possibilities, without requiring us to further distribute our beliefs to
the members of that set.

Dempster's Rule (Dempster. 1967) is used to combine the degrees of support from
different sources. It is equivalent to Bayes' Rule but incorporates a set intersection
formalism to ensure that we only combine support where there is some agreement
between the two sources of evidence. An additional normilization step is included to
ensure that the degrees of belief fall within 0. 1, as in the Bayesian model: this
normilization is achieved by calculation of a degree of conflict between the two evidence
sources, which is itself a useful measure during analysis of the performance of a
Shaferian system.

\ snificant problem with this technique is its ability to get confused when
confronted with information outside of the "frame of discernment" (the initial set of
possible hypotheses). This problem occurs frequently in the real world in the form of
unpredicted events and. especially, sensor failure. Another major problem is the
complexity of the technique. If the frame of discernment consists of 10 members. then
there are 102.1 susbsets to consider' There has been some work in eircumventing this
problem (Gordon & Shortliffe. 1985). but they tend to restrict the capabilities of the
technique beyond its usefulness.

Fuzzy Set Theory In an attempt to break away from the traditional models of
uncertainty. Zadeh introduced the concept of a Fuzzy Set (Zadeh, 1965). A fuzzy set is
characterized by a membership (characteristic) function which assigns to any object a
grade of membership of the object in the set. For regular sets, the charactersitic
function would return either 0 (not in) or I (in). Set-theoretic operations are defined for
these sets in an intuitive fashion in order to provide a formal structure for studying
imprecisely quantified degrees of membership.

ht, Cuzzv et approatc deai> kliii ;):rtial belief by introducinc 'he ,'on('fic oi :uIIzzv
,,.iI, c.r' ,; . likely. A mid, contains I-ome ::io(l i" !or he litera,-! on

:~I'. i'e \a el~ ' . 1,11 ir:(l ,art;:Ii :) l' . i' is r ht orv does not 'i:11 ,lro' t !V i !'('14.

problern of combination of evi dence nit does provide some alternative in terpretations of
W.ork -ucli as S hafer'4.

There are two major problems with the fuzzy set approach. One is how to consistently
define the characteristic functions (the functions may differ bet,'een analysts). The
'.econd problem is choosing a ,calculus to implement the technique: mos t any
norm conorm pair of t'inctions will heoretically model conjunctions and disjunctions.
.Alth ouh there has bceen suecess in riiodellinz the characteristic functions consistently.
t he operation-s on t hese functions are s, nsitive to both context and individuiat coniit iV
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preferences.

Truth Maintenance Systems

One of the early and predominant methods for handling non-monotonic reasoning is

the truth maintenance system (Dovle ref.i. This type of system records and maintains
proofs t)y connecting assertions, rules. hypotheses or any other beliefs (statements) with

justifications. There may be more than one justification for an assertion. representing

multiple proofs of that assertion. A node is believed if there is at least one valid

justification. When a proposition is asserted the justifications of nodes are checked, and
those nodes which now have valid justifications are believed. The truth maintenance
step consists of scanning newly justified nodes and the recorded justifications to find
any other nodes which may now include a proof.

There are two types of justifications. The first type maintains two lists of nodes. the

IN nodes and the OUT nodes. An IN node is one which is believed, an O1T node is one

which does not have a valid justification (not necessarily false!). The justification for a

node is valid if all the nodes on its IN list are in and all the nodes on the 01T list are

out.

The -econd ype of justification is a ''ie- ke struct ure with a consequent and two
lists, an IN list of hypotheses and an OUT list of hypotheses (usually empty). This type
of justification is valid when each node of the IN list is in and each node on the OUT
list is out.

A TMS begins by assigning default values to nodes where appropriate. Reasoning then
proceeds via the accrual of evidence and the satisfying of justifications. If at some point
a contradiction is reached, the dependency-directed back- tracking function is evoked.

This function works its way back through the chain of reasoning, collecting the
assumptions which support the contradiction. One of the assumptions is retracted but

the set is saved to prevent the re- occurrence of the same contradiction. This retraction
causes a node which %as out to become in and this begins another chain of reasoning.

Vur e Itica''-
[ :.,':'r:,' I i' . 2 -i:,. : F:IlL f",. ,,\P Ii v,. ; r)W' , ' -. .\s-.. ;his !ype ,1)' tr'oa'e:2 -, )vii

Otr Iv~ Hi : rque OlC f l & elle W, re:isorling at :It Iie th u prohi bliti -he 'oEl/paDri-Oil l

or,)P, ,I[Ih noie vaiuels. \nother irawback is the rather -hallow meaning \ie 'z

jisiflcat ions. It may 6e deemed neceIsarv to justify a lecision on more than u hetlir

certain propositions are in or out: the arguements themselves may prove useful. For This

reason it is also not possible to assign any 'believability factor" to the justifications.

The-se ,onsiderations iexcept for the last) are, addre-ed by deIleer in his assrnption -

basuci -heorv. T he last issue is addressed in the probabilistic approach to 'possible



Assumption Based Truth Maintenance Systems

The assumption-based truth maintenance system addresses the problems found in the
standard T\lS. Conceptually. a radical difference is the ATMS's ability to maintain
(and compare) multiple possible solutions simultaneously. This is done by allowing the
s4ystemn to maintain contradictory information as long as that information is not used to
,icrive new information. A [I'S requires that the c'urrent set of IN nodes be consistent
(non-contradictory). For example. if x - a. v - -- b. but X and v is a contradiction,
then a T.MS would not derive a or b (at least not from a node with x and y on its IN
list). An AT.MS. however, would derive both a and b since they come from x and v
independently; it would not derive anythoing which required both x and y. This ability
to reason about elements of a contradictory statement has proved to be a common need
in qualitative reasoning.

The basic unit of an AT.vIS is the assumption. There are no iustifications given in the
system for an assumption: they are given by the user and thus not derived information.
An assumption may be used to justify multiple nodes and one node may use multiple
3issiiilptions. When a contradiction is found and needs to be rectified, the belief in an
assumption can be reversed. A justification in an AT\IS describes how a node is derived
from other nodes lincluding assumptions).

3v manipulating all the possible solutions simultaneously, an ATNIS avoids the
backtracking problem found in the traditional TNIS. Since inconsistent data may exist
in a "context," it is not necessary to do all the INing and OUTing that is done by the
T.IS. Finally, the justifications in the ATMS are more robust than those of the TOS.
Thus. with a reasonable implementation. the AT.IS can generally out-perform a T.IS

ee papers in vol. 28 (1986) of Al Journal

1L1.4.7. Reasoning by Analogy

The ability to reason by analogy is considered by many to be an important
characteristic of human intelligence, and it would certainly be useful to have automated

-tepl :. ! () ;;) (i '.I I' :!dtVanta~ e I this tVpe ,)( reasoning. For example. a planner
, ,''t i,' .- ',.v *'h: cre'~ri. t :c- ,of I -it ation :nd. by anaio ,. realize that it is very"

ai:2,'JiM ,+ : af, ', i,>-i', ,. I lte.r,,1 <:,tl; .i,,i.A te !- ' o Tie Trv o itiations coulld rheri
be MI~itc.i. jilO a net,%% ian ze,ierated aon4 the iies of the previously generated plan.

'his type of reasoning does not exist in current planners. except in the most
rudimentary forms. [or example. the STRIPS planner was able to generate plan
skeletons from specific plans: these skeletons could later be used to generate new plans.
This. however, is not really analozy, since it does not directly reason about a specific
instance lsing another specific instance; rather, it reasons about a specific instance using
a general ruie Ithough the rule itself came from a specific instance). The study of
I a logy is ;ti important topic itri the field o maichine learning: it has largely been



bypassed in Al planning.

13.1.4.8. Dealing with con|'licts

There are a various kinds of conflict that can confront a planning program. First.
there may be inherent conflicts amonz goals. or between goals and constraints: it may
,e iipo ible for a y-vt-n o satisf all the goals it has been given, or for it to satisfy

those goalb without vioiating explicit constraints that have been imposed on the
solution. In this case, a flexible planner would judge, based on the situation, whether to
notifv the user of failure or construct a plan that makes compromises.

Often. however. the conflict with which a planner must deal is not inherent, but is the
result of avoidable destructive interference among sub-parts of a plan. The system. for
example, might he given a conjunctive goal ("Accomplish A and B and $\ldots$"). and
fi'n d that its HuW- ian to accoiplish A coniiflicts with its sub-plan to accomplish B.

Various planners hav varying abilities to deal with these avoidable conflicts among
goals (or. more precilely'. .%ith conflicts among the methods of achieving each of those
goals). We can identitv ",o A Major approaches to this conflict resolution. depending on
when in the plan generation process conflicts are resolved.

The Critique Approach \\hen confronted with conjunctive goals. some planners
solve each conjunct in isolation. At that point, some planners consider themselves done.
and do not check their subplans for harmful interactions. Others. however, do perform
this check. The most important paradigm for this check is the critics approach.
implemented in the [L(I'KER system sussman75 . The idea is that. once the subplans
have been formed, specialized programs are called that embody knowledge of
destructive interactions, and that check the subplans for such problems.

One well-known example of a "critic" was the one in -LCKER that checked whether
a precondition for one goal "clobbered" a brother goal. For instance, one goal might
require as a precondition that block B is clear. but another goal might be to stack block
A oa Ho',k t " ,. " , al , ) , t , .rers with : HOther ooal. :Ii :-ol Vit I n
tife IIfA( 1KW ? %kilH - ~ r I -It ea ' en :)o- he. ''h eeVnl

o.t hers.

The notion of "rih k c as an influential idea in p lanning, being i-corporated into the
hierarchical NOAH system as well sacerdoti75 . Its encoding of k:owledge exemplified
the procedural point of view in the procedural declarative controversy of the
mid- 197O'-.

The Constructionist Approach )t her Plai nrs constrilct 'heir overall plain %iih
fexpiit ,onsidrati,u un t,,ential in(era0tt io'. \n examn)ie of this typ!Ie of approach -:in
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be found in .waldinger77l. Once a sub-plan for achieving one goal is formulated, it is
marked as 'protected," so that when the planner develops a sub-plan for a second goal,
it will know not to undo the first.

One technique for insuring this non-interference is called goal regression. It involves
'passing -oats back over plan steps." in effect. adjusting the order of actions to avoid
interference. In this approach, however, in contrast to the critics approach, there is no
committing to a plan and then backing up: goal regression can also solve planning
problems that will cause difficulties for any planner that simply reorders goals (since it
works out a finer-grained adjustment of actions). For more information, see

waldinger77

Multiple-Agent Conflicts The study of sub-plan interaction was an early. popular
area of" AL planning; more recently, the problem of conflict aniong multiple agents has
received some attention in the planning literature. Although there are certain
similarities between the two cases, multiple agent conflicts can introduce two new
considerations into a planner.

First. conflict among multiple agents may be impossible to resolve at the planning
stage. if the planning has proceeded in parallel (i.e.. at different agents) and pre-
execution plan comparison is difficult. In this case, conflict may need to be resolved
during execution. Second. when multiple agents are involved there may be true
conflicts of interest; this generally does not occur when the planning has taken place at
a central location (even when conflicting goals are present, there can be a suitable local
method of resolving them, which by definition will be the "accepted" method of
resolution).

B.1.4.9. Planning Communication

When groups of machines must interact, or when machines interact flexibly with
humans, communication can play an important role in coordinating activity. Planning
research in recent years has begun to examine how computers can intelligently plan
their o1n[mu nicat ion actiityv. This research falls into two cateaories: planning
,'cortninict 0n aIIon r.ichine. :rid Dianninz communication intended t'or !timans.

Communication Among Machines In a sense. this area of' communication
planning is the "purer" of the two. Since the intended recipient of the communication
is a machine, the researcher could assume that the generator and receiver have a
common language. He can then focus on the issues of planning abstract
communications without worrying how to convert this abstract structure into another
language (as is necessary when humans are the intended recipients of the
communication. In tact, this assumption is regilarly made.

The main thrust of' his research has been to consider communication as a torm of



action --- the planner constructs plans that include communication acts as well as more

conventional domain acts. Work has focused on such issues as the formal semantics of

making commitments, as well as the obvious issues of converting interi.al goals and
,-ep resen tat ions of the world 'into cormmunication primitives (such as inform arid

request). Representative work inc(ludes cofhen87. cohen79. coheni86.

Planning Natural Language Communication NMan-niachirie Interaction has ee

an1 Important topc for Al research. and i- crucial aspect of' this interaction is getting the
computer to generate easilv understood messages for the huxiai. While suc h a messagre
riced not be in a natural language, such as English. it has long been felt that such a

capability would dramatically increase computers' effectiveness in everyday settings.

Thus. much research in Al has focused on getting, computers to plan natural language

itt eran ces.

(>virallv. the problem of niatu.ral language generation is divided into two parts. text

pian fing and text production. The former involves generating an abstract model of a1
communication based on the *information that the computer wishes to convey aaid a

mo11del of the user (similar to the mnachinie-machinie communication plarnig mentionedI
movel. The latter involves the conive-sion of this abstract model into a correct natural

anguagze fragment. Text planingi hears a close relationship to the rest of the planning

i'eratnrc. u1SInZ some Of' tue1( aHIe tech niqjues (such as scripts)( for this specia Iized task.

e'appeltA2a. mckeownl 2. 'novvS5. wkilenskv3 for sonie reFpresentative work In this

11.1.4.10. Reasoning Using Logics of' Knowledge and Belief

Logics of knowledge and belief" are f'ormal methods of' representingZ within an

automated agent the facts that it knows or believes. Important research is currently

!underway in this area. and in specifying ways of reasoning about this knowledge and

6elief. For example, researchers want to formalize how one agent c.Ouid reason about
another agent's beliefs, or how it could reason about its o,-.-,.lbeliefs. Roughly, these
various theories can he divided into two categories. syntactic theories and .qemantic

Svi-itactic Trheories .' ir I , o - ;j [11(a a :it an a I ont iv :wli(.- :1,- - I a;,

At.I v :1 ue:I r it I' - (i:aln . Armn! hwr :L In I hen t.xphl Iy represzeri. T bjose a;cTs

7(,:-;oi aout'hei inre r Tpica lly predicates suh I<''' are
i- -,o re-present ain c i x picit krnow ted cce of sonme fact ( ea. . 1K 1Joe.' Red iBoc-kB)')

titealis t hat Joe 'Kno ws - hat lWorkl13 is red).I Representative work i n('lides

,laas.-I.6 konoligeS4l

Sernantic Theories ,mniti 'hoorle_, as-uIliv thbat an aigent b('lievcs not oliy t he
acts that are explicit lv preseun t ill it; database. huit alsio other facts that the nagent could

tfri "ontl that 6iae <ew ot' act ''yen 'ioih it has not yet dione the oeriva vioni. The



semantics of possible worlds is commonly used in this approach: we say, for example.
that an agent knows fact A If A is true in every possible world that is compatible with
the agent's knowieccge. See. for example. moore8a.a appelt82a.

While semnantic theories provide an elegzant method of' representing knowledge and
bei1ef. they. liffer froni s everal problems. First. they are typically much less efficient to
ise t wherl reasonhir is automahtedI in a computer. -erond. agen~s in the real world niever
actuall'. know all tnie consequenccs of their currenit beliefs, and their actions reflect this
lack of total kaowiedge. Unfortunately, the possible worlds approach assumes that they
do know all the consequences of their beliefs. This inability to represent limited
deduction is a very serious handicap, and is one of the prime reasons for researchers'
interest in developing alternative, syntactic. theories of knowledge and belief

konolig.eS5.

11. 1. I.I. Logics ror Planniig

Amrongr that community of artificial 'itelligence researchers who have pursued a
formal. netapproach to planning. there has been much effort expended on the issue
of wkhat logical system to use. This choice, of course, affects both thle epistomological
and heuristic aspects of the renresentation. i.e.. both what can be represented and what
can he djeducedi by -he svstevi. A few of the mian'.' cnoices are:

Procedural Logic A i'ormalism for explicitly representinLg and reasoning about
sequences of actions for achieving particular goals *georgeff83.

Probabilistic Logic A form of logic in which the truth values of sentences, instead of
being simply "trite" or "False.'' are probability values (between o. and
11 --- useful for reasoning with uncertain knowledge nilsson86.

Modal logics These are logics that deal with the concepts of necessity and
possibility --- often realized through the addition of so-called modal
Operators anid axioms to classic propositional or predicate calculus.

Nfulti-valued Logics \ ~ i ro ais ):1)'1 cu' . aItefr n aTive i,Iec- hav- J':

*- 'l u 1 H. :1orf, I 1in i''t I' ' or 1" 'I I'&v'.'fr.

.Vllt-Va~l(1 ) Zic ('.oe-Z riot Ia pronabalistic Inlterpre'tationl to
Vose ii it ipie, %.a iues. F or exaiipie. aIt hou gh man nv xalues ma'. he

,n#rmritteo, an,, vatlue in a conitinuous range is not perm i tted (as would
.iein prbabliticlogcj.'This *is distinct from theories such as

lempster-S hafer tha t use i.nterral..

Nonmonotonic Logics ( lasai logic requires that once a f'act is irue. it rerains true(
',r all tirne. '-his properTy ik called rootonrcvu. Nonmllonotoil

,)girs n'coe rut outtO ,in contrast. allow f'or t he possi hi Iii t hat when



new facts are added, old facts that were once true will no longer be
true. Nonmonotonic logics and other methods of doing nonmonotonic
reasoning are an important area of current Al planning research. We
discuss these issues in greater detail below.

I . 1. 12. Noniiionotonic Reasoning

"'pecifying the eiantics of nonrilonotonic logics has occupied a considerable amount
of energy over the past few years. The facility to do nonmon-)tonic sorts of reasoning
has clear importance in building real-world systems (since propositions relating to the
real world change their truth values dynamically over time). While ad hoc schemes
trivially do such nonmonotonic reasoning, it has proven difficult to adequately specify
'he formial theory that underlies that activity.

There are several popular alternatives for formalizing nonmonoton ic reasoning: default
,ogles. circumscription, and autoepistemic theories.

Default Logics Often. it is useful to have a system deduce some specific fact unless it
'an prove that the fact is false (e.g.. a system might assume that any specific bird can
Y'l unless it is explicitly told otherwise). The facility to do this sort of reasoning within

a formal logical systei has been developed in def alt logics reiter79 . Obviously. a

'lefauit logic must be nornmonotonic. since anyone uisinz it may jurnp to conclusions that
,'an later be showkn to ie false (i.e.. you may be able to deduce propositions that later.
with more information. you will not be able to deduce). Such a logic is said to be
defeasible. that is, its conclusions are tentative. When more information comes along,
its conclusions may have to be withdrawn.

Circumscription Circumscription mccarthy80 is a formalized method of "jumping
to conclusions." so that a program can conjecture that the objects that it knows have a
certain property are the only ones that do, in fact, have that property. It is a form of
nonmonotonic reasoning, in that the addition of i,ew facts can invalidate previous
,'onelusions.\footnote{ It is not, however, a nonmonotonic logic---it is a form of

t1,i-t t,,,:t- :irst-order loic ir" ti-i k ,e '!rc'Iticription :ch(fllt a. The

tre, ,!td r,.mfr - rtf.Fr0,( () \b'('a v':orig~tiai t: ), r ::'.a.rt ixv-,).

"liF))O-:. ,( , .>e \lc irrhv's example. 'oui are _ir, :, puizzie lo -olve. ik, The

\lissionaries and (arnihals problem ie.g.. three nirr'hsoriarih- and three cannibals must
,ro,, a river il a tw,-peron I)oat wit hout cannibak o,,rnurrbering mssionaries on1

either bank of the river at any time). Obviouislv, a -.olution to the problem involves
-inding a suitable crossing schedule that satisfies the constraints. But a person, when
'onfronted with this puzzle, might say -'Have all the missionaries and cannibals use the

,ri,, 'ips tream. *Vhen told that ihere is no such t6ridTe,. he might res)ondt -The I

:iave hern use the helicopter.'" : (d so on there are an infinite nuber of such

'xt "1. i:0 11 the basic .,orld giveti iII the problem }.



Intuitively, we know that such solutions are invalid---to solve the problem we must be

willing to assume that the objects that we know about are the only relevant objects. In

order to have a machine logically deduce such a conjecture. it is necessary LO use a
technique like circumscription. However, circumscription so far) is a technique for

checkiny conjectures---the user must still operationally supply the predicate to be
circunscribed. which limits the practical usefulness of the technique.

Autoepistemic Reasoning Autoepistemic reasonzng moore85b is a logic that
describes how an ideal rational agent would reason about its own beliefs. One of the
uses of autoepistemic reasoning is to "jump to conclusions." as one does in default

reasoning.

('onsider an agent that believes that Fred is a bird. and that birds can generally fly.

Does the agent believe that Fred can fly? If the agent has a rule to the effect that If x

a bird. and I can t prove that x can't fly, then I'll believe that x can fly," then in the
absence of other information, the rational agent ought to believe that Fred can fly.

There is a subtle but important difference between this approach and other default
reasoning systems. In normal default reasoning, the agent in the previous paragraph
could deduce that Fred could fly, which may not be a valid conclusion (i.e.. it may not
be t rue in the real world that F red can fly).

In autoepistemic reasoning, however, the agent would only reach a weaker conclusion.
The agent would determine that he believes Fred can fly, which is a valid conclusion---
based on his information, he believes Fred to be a bird that flies. If more information
comes along, the agent may no longer believe that Fred flies. but the original
conclusion. relative to the original set of beliefs, will still have been valid. With that

original information, the agent did believe that Fred flies. Such a conclusion is said to
be indezcal. in that it is -indexed' to the beliefs under which it has been derived.

5o autoepistemic logic is a way for an agent to reason about what he believes. Such
reasoning is sefiul for jumping to conclusions based on default rules. For any fixed set

. :iul~ eU i.er nic reasoninn: is :t %ilid t'orii ol itierurce .e.. ;irlike ,elatit

BI. 1.13. Iossible Worlds Fornialisris

There are two uses of the term "Possible \Vorids that are currently used in the Al
literature. One is derived from w¥ork done by Saul Kripke. and the other is derived
ror work done by David l,ewis.

Kripke's Possible Worlds .\ :)opiilar treatrnent of knowledge and belief in recent
.,ear, 2ti iw.erl "pobsibie worids - ormalis. that consider the actual tate of aftairs to
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be simply one of many potential realities. Although an agent may know many facts
about the real world, it may be in the dark about other facts. An agent. though, is said
to know some fact A if A is true in all possible worlds that are consistcnt with the
beliefs of the agent.

I inz this formalism, it is not rn'eszary to actually check through the facts that are
rae :ii various worlds: alternative worlds are :'iindaimental to the -emantics of the

formaiism, but not to its operational usage.

Lewis's Possible Worlds Another use of the term "possible worlds" considers the
explicit existence of these various worlds. Thus, it may be useful to actually consider
the facts that are true in different worlds, compare those facts to the facts true in the
current world, etc. ginsberg86a . This is similar to the "multiple worlds" approach
taken by various Al programming systems, where alternative realities can be considered

tie reasoning component.

13.1.5. Implementation Technologies

In tins section we briefly review some of the more basic techniques that are used to
itpieraent the theories described above. We are concerned here with approaches that
can 5- used across a variety or planning systems. This is by no means an exhaustive

ist. it it should provide the flavor of some methods that are available.

1.1.5.1. Backward and Forward Chaining

The objective of a search procedure is to discover a path through a problem space
irom an initial state to a goal state. This procedure may proceed from a set of initial
Conditions and work toward the goal or, as an alternative, the tactic may be to begin at

'he goal state and work backwards toward the initial state. These two approaches are
known as forward and backward reasoning (chaining) respectively.

.orkard reasonirn, artR with a co lection of known facts 'the diata base) and

-,,.O.'l Iiv ,'i,- 'Lrolv h :!!I .. r'L,-. :ippiyi- "i,' a' t- and :,,1,iit;Q o[I-, ,nes as 'hex

:::,'- . : )' !it, . r t a:1'c,. 1.:1- .:iO\x~i U a iltiionai r'1:es to lie :lrei ia xe tte't i,vl.

j T i fv mituaIlv a ,aI I ta Ie H a r ca(fIvd t- 'I I ,tytemn has exhausted i s osi61 1ities.

An operalionai s%-,tem may 'ontain :ia nv rules and a large data base of' facts. T he
!'or%%ard ,easonin described above ('an run through many cycles and 2enerate a large

muwner of new but irrelevant facts before the dlesired goal is derived. The backward
e~tHorirtl' approach m'aY be used in this situation to increase elf'icieI'\y ecause it allows
- :o''si ng of effort on those r V. related to tie results to be proved. B ac kward

ea-onirit takes advantage of t he potent iai for bidirectional operation oI production
'11- ') determine the x aiidity of ; an assertio .
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Backward reasoning works in the following manner. First the fact to be inferred is
designated. The data base is searched for this fact, and if it is found. the fact is true
and the problem is solved. If not, then the rules with the desired fact in their
consequent are placed in a list. If this list is empty, then the system with the current
rule set cannot solve the problem. If all the antecedents of any of these rul!es exist in
the data base. then that rule is run. the desired fact is placed in the data base and the
:uroblem is solved. If there are rules with the goal fact in iheir consequent but whose
antecedents are not all contained in the data base. then these missing antecedents are
classed as subgoals and the above process is repeated for these new subgoals.

It is possible to combine forward and backward reasoning into a single algorithm
known as bidirectional search. One potential advantage is to reduce the total number
of state spaces expanded. The justification for this is that the number of expanded
states in a search tree often grows exponentially with the depth of the search. Thus if
the expansions could begin simultaneolisly from the start and goal states andi meet
approximately at home medium depth. the potential combinatorial explosion of
,expanded nodes at the end each expansion could be avoided.

11. 1.5.2. lilackboards

Another expert s vsteri framework is the blackboard architecture. Tiis approach was
,eveloped to cope with he followving computational problems.

1. Integration of multiple sources of knowledge.

2. Problems whose solution depend on heuristic methods and noisy data.

3. Comoutational complexity.

•4. Integration of different problem solving methods.

5. Potential for organizing parallel problem solving activities.

Iet! e,'rrui rLc~l mn:(Kt, !r, rif,. ' ,> , , i:trai data Wi:.se i ,,i -*-:.r '' it ii
!rc' tci¢,,'l re to coor(ilnrate anil '-onitrol the operation ot, ind(e!e (ient 2r0'lt)s o' r'iif-
,ailed knowiedge oiirc;es. The knowledge sources communicate by writigz messages on
the blackboard arid readirin messages from other knowledge oiiro4es. The blackboard
architecture has four distinct components. entries, knowledge sources. the blackboard
and a control mechanism, which are described below.

Intermediate results. cailed entries, are generated during the problem 'olving process.
Entries can be elements of the problem solution or information considered important in
eneratinrg >o lution eiemonts. .itries may include beliefs,. observations. hvpothese,.

decisions. goals. interpretations or expectations. Vhe system desigzner may desig nate a
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variety of attributes to entries according to the system's needs. These attributes can
include an entry's content, relationship with other entries, its history and other

informat ion.

Knowledge sources are independent. ,vent driven processes that produce entries. Each
knowledge source i composed of two parts, a condition and an action. The condition
de-tribes the circunstances il nder % ohh a 'knowi.e I e ( -wrce can operate. "lLi, usuayiv

requires the existence of certain previously generated entries. The action of a knowledge
source generates new entries cr modifies previously generated entries. Knowledge
sources operate independently and do not communicate with one another directly.
However. they influence each other indirectly whenever the action of one knowledge

source generates or changes an entry that satisfies or partially satisfies the condition of

another knowledge source.

TIlie blackboard is a global data base containring all ,etries gene rated by the

kno~ iedge sources during the probiern oiving process. The blackboard serves two

functions. First. it mediates all knowledge source interactions. In this manner,
knowkledge sources influence one another indirectly by placing and responding to entries
on the blackboard. Thus. an entry recorded by the action of one knowledge source may
satisfy the condition of another knowledge source. ,econd. the blackboard organizes all

paria and complete solutions generated "or the problem under consideration. These
s-oiutions comprise conriaurations of rejatedi entries on the blackboard. The blackboard
for a particular application will be organized to define important relationships among
its entries. Typical arrangements might be specializations for temporal or spatial

relationships, domain specific generalizations or other entry classifications. In addition,
the blackboard focuses knowledge source activity and thereby is able to improve the
5vstem's operating efficiency. Normally, a knowledge source's condition refers to
previously generated entries in a particular area of the blackboard, while its action
generates or modifies entries in some other area. Knowledge sources need not consider
entries in areas of the blackboard not mentioned in their condtions or actions.

Consequently. the blackboard structure is a framework for organizing. inspecting and

iener ating entries.

.!.,. :i:ii ,'or[i)onfnrt (11 1 . LJ:j' ,r ', :r'iite "'' w" ,01.: r i rIf., :Ir i-1ii.. ) :iri

o .... , rrently s:itisfied knowiedg e -oar'Ce-s should execilte: :icxl. fio% the excultioll of"
kno'. 11i, ,ge -orce,: is ordered 1- the *ob o t  sci lilr. one of !It i ialli collipoielits 01

he 'ontrol rneclanismii. "h, ,edhetuler vmnnovs strategies based on the tru,'tuire of the

exi1,.7t s s em and the nature of he dotilain.
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13.1.5.3. Truth Maintenance

In a classic logical system, facts that are once true are always true. In the real world.
ol course, this is not the case---assertions that become true may later become false. The
Conclusions that one has come to because of a once-true. now-false assertion may
themselves no longer be valid. The approach of "truth maintenance" (or reason
r 1aintenance" ts intended to provide a bookkeeping method for deciding which
Conclusions are still valid, and which are not. Essentially, the chain of reasoning that
led the system to conclude a fact are stored, so that when belief in an assertion changes.
the system can update the conclusions it now believes.

Recentiy a variety of extensions to truth maintenance systems have been proposed; the
most recent series of improvements are detailed in dekleer86a, dekleer86b, dekleers6c
whilch discuss manipulating assumption sets (rather than single assertions), using truth
11anteniance for default reasoning, and the role that truth maintenance plays in an
overall reasoning -ystem. For earlier discussion of truth maintenance, see doyle79

Planning systems, and other problem solving processes, often generate a collection of
,eductions as hey proceed. These deductions are the result of computations. previous
te(ti ctions and new inputs from the environment. These deductions may undergo
,,angs in their validity for a number of reasons. especially because of changes in the
environment and its representation. This problem could be particularly acute in the
riiitarv context because the normal errors associated with sensor readings are
compounded by deliberate misrepresentation by the other side. Without some means
for maintaining a consistent data base of currently believed deductions. the operation of
the system will be seriously degraded. This is the function of truth maintenance.

Truth maintenance systems record and maintain proofs. These proofs are made up .)f
justifications connecting data structures called nodes. The nodes typically represent
assertions, rules, or other program beliefs. Nodes may have several justifications. each
of which represents a different method of derivin, belief in the node. For each node.
the truth maintenance system computes whether or not belief in the node is justified by

, t,,n- r,',liar :nroot from the basic" ilypzh,,c :Inrd the 'el of record,,
" :-o, t"lol. lc.,, , '' ,)n-,'irCt l:r pr( u' '- recordev s he e l-heiu, ,

'14111 A i 'li ';-ti:i,'ation P, recorde(i by the Iv~temn. th,, system checks to see if the

r is j Ist itcation can 6v used to provide wel-foundd support for some current!y
,iri:-upport, d nooe. If such nodes are discovered. they are marked as believed and the
new justification is attached to the node as its vell-founded support. The truth
maintenance system attempts to propagate -his effect among its other nodes and their
. I I Lt t ion's.



B.1.5.4. Resolution Theorem Provers

The information available for the solution of problems (especially difficult and
interesting ones) is usually not complete. This implies that a method of solution must
transcend mere search or evaluation and include a capability for deducing new facts
from the original set of facts known to the problem solver. A major objective of
artificial intelligence is the automatic extraction of these new Cacts from an existing
body of knowledge. Resolution theorem proving, which resulted from Alan Robinson's
combination of the resolution principle with automatic symbolic deduction techniques

Robinson65; accomplishes this objective, although with definite limitations. The
resolution principle operates on data which can be placed in a uniform representation
(clausal form) and mechanically deduces new facts. including specified hypotheses, using
a single rule of inference (the resolution principle).

Resolution theorem proving met with early success and enthusiasm and continues to
be an active area for research today although there are still important constraints on its
usefulness. The main difficulty with automatic resolution theorem proving is that the
search space generated grows exponentially with the number of facts used to describe
the problem and for most problems, this space becomes unpractically large. The use of
domain independent meta rules to limit this growth has been largely unsuccessful.

Progress in automatic deduction is currently being made in several areas. One
approach is to employ domain knowledge to guide the inferencing. For example, to use
domain knowledge to decide when to use forward or backward inferencing (see above).
Another approach is to employ higher order or nonclassical logics. Work in these areas
is still in progress. Other forms of automatic deduction exist, including nonresolution
theorem proving, the Boyer-Moore Theorem Prover, nonmonotonic logics and logic
programming (eg Prolog). See nilssonSO for a discussion of various types of resolution.

B..1.5.5. Tableau Method

A variation on the Resolution method, the tableau method, was put forward more
r,'entlv :is a me,'ha is m of automated deduction manna',O. rn anna,6 Instead of'
71,.pr-f(,ntIrznz :iil facts. ,oais. nnd rules inI a hornoi enoits data time, ihere i- a partitioned

fi'dtIction! are (.iipiov ed to oibine Cacts ith t:,ct,. co %vf rT a ts t: toa . etc. iII
,orntrast to the singie ri i used in resolution). hile the kirids of transformation, that

twe database undergoes are more complex. the non-homoeriety of the database allows
more selective syntactic heuristics to be empioyed in guiding the e.nr,'h for an answer.

1.1.5.6. State Space Search

Mluch. if not all. of planning can be considered a search through a state space---if the
origi nal condition of the world is preserited as a description )f an initial .tate. and
the goal is presented as a "final state.'* then the planners Job i- to search throueh the

I~



possible states to discover a traversable path from the start to the finish (this depends.
of course, on the operators that are available for moving from one state to another).
While this outlook provides a high-level framework for evaluating and coatrasting
pianning methods, in does not answer the fundamental question of how the state-space
searcri should be managed. Management of search 1 of course precisely what classic Al
planning systerns are attempting to accomplish.

State-space search is a form of problem solving ising states and operators. A state is
a data structure representing a snapshot of the problem at one stage of the solution.
Operators transform one state into another. Planning may be viewed as a search
problem. In this formalism a desired state (the goai) is described and the set of possible
steps leading from the initial conditions to the goal is designated as the search space. A
resulting plan is a sequence of operations leading from the initial state to the goal state.
State space searches can be classified as blind searches or heuristically guided searches.

Blind searches are searches in which the potential solution paths are considered in
arbitrary order. using no domain specific information to guide them. Several blind
search methods are described here. differing mainly in the order in which the states of
the search space are investigated. In these cases it is assumed that there is always a
method for finding all of the successor nodes of a given node, that the state space graph
is a tree and that earh node has a link to its parent.

The first blind search method to be considered is breadth-first search. This method
expands states in order of their proximity to the initial state. (All states at depth n are
processed before going on to depth, n-1 until the first goal state is encountered.) This
is an exhaustive search method which guarantees finding the shortest solution path, but
not necessarily in the most efficient manner.

Uniform-cost search is a generalization of breadth-first search, designed to find the
cheapest path from the start state to a goal state. In uniform-cost search a positive cost
is assigied to the paths between each state. The cost to any state then, is the sum of
the costs from the initial statc to the state under consideration. Solution paths are
:,v t ,,- fl, il ,,r,,. ut ;,I' cre,:sing ,'est. In t'he ,'ae ot' :~ien::iI ,.m-t the lbreadth-!irst

I t:I(.,i:iiiii-r i- il . \\,i aolit ion w th * i rt ICo::Ii .-; !atuina it i

! 7 t[, " ' r ' . I l : [I ! I ,'k, . 1~ :' < I ' o i( *\ < I1 .: : 1:11 1

.\ hiri Iblind .area rc n t i od is )epth-irst .search. In (pth-fir'rt -earch. the most

rcentlv generat(i iioie 1- ,he next node to be expanded. This (,xpansion continues
until either a goai state is reached or no more expansions are possible. In the latter
case. the expansion process is re-unied at the last unexpanded state junction. This
method is not giaranteed to rind any goal state. and may ,ootinufe forever. One
safeguard against infinite wrong path kay expansions is to introduc e a depith bo:nd, at
which depth -he vstem re-poncis as if no more exmoan;ions were possible. This
eliminates searchino infinite dead viids. tit also raises tie possibility o ' nissing goais



and thus failing to produce any plan at all.

Focus of attention issues---Search Control A key issue in implementation of
searcn-based methods of planning is how to control the "focus of attention" of the
s;stem. There are a variety of methods, ranging from the opportunistic blackboard
approach of wandering attention. !o tightly controlled top-down ,onstructions. if
.arc:'L is considered the major paradi6gm of planning. search control is reall the major

concern of planning implementations.

There is a great deal of literature on the subject of search in Al planning. For
readable, in-depth discussions of various search techniques. including depth-firt, best-
first, breadth-first, agenda mechanisms, etc., see inilsson7l. nilsson8O;.

The blind search methods described above each executed state expansions in an
ordier:y fashion but there was never a sense of actively searching out the goals. If goals
were encountered at all it was merely by chance while carrying out the state expansion
procedure. In many practicil problems, the possible search space is so large and the
goal -tates are so sparsely diatributed that goals would not be found in the times
available for computation. The purpose of heuristically guided search is to reduce the
search effort by using knowledge of The domain to direct the state expansion process.
>evra: examples of heuristically g'iided search methods are described below. In these
exam ies some combination of the following processes are generally employed: decide
which states to expand next. decide which successor states to generate. and identify
states to be discarded from the search tree.

The first heuristic search method we will consider is best-first search. Irt ,est-first
searca. the most promising node is always expanded next. Best-first search may act
globally on all currently generated. but not yet expanded nodes, or it may be
constrained to some subset of these nodes. In any case. there must be a inethod, called
the evaluation function, for determining the suitability of any node as a step in reaching
the goal. The magnitude of the evaluation function is inversely proportional to its
suitability, hence the node with the lowest value is selected for expansion. (Breadth-
t' . rtl',rrn-'osr ; d( ,hp' r-tr-t -,:irri(- are <pecial cases of hest-tir, -earcii.

,it(-' ,:i,% ,i O *l \ he ,.V:1i .: t ,T :Ir:,'v i- lei' i .. :th', i I re () ' i w, :,ronletll
:I:' I, :.,I, I},, Iz), ,1 1*i1i, I ;* , 1.1 , : ; , ri . " , ve r; [ I :Ire I < c I I-s,, [ w .

"[hc :irst problem type is caracteri ed by multiple solution paths with different costs.
anil is desired to find the ciiiul ,ost solution path. The A' (A-star) algorithm
can be used under these circumstances. The evaluation function, fi(n I is the sam of
g'(n), the estimated cost from the start node to the current node plus h'(n). the
estimated cost from the current node to the zoal node. eg

:) g'" ) - n)r

, .,. ,h i - h1



If h"(n) is less than or equal to the actual cost to the goal, all arcs Lave positive costs
and are bounded from below, then A' is guaranteed to find a solution path of minimal
cost if one exists.

1. 1.5.7. Knowledge representation languages

.\ key issue in planning. and in fact in all of Al. is the choice of knowledge
representatzon that is chosen for the system. There are two key aspects that must be
considered. First, the language chosen needs to be epistemologically adequate---it
must be capable of representing the thing3 that the designer wants to have represented.
This involves both the choice of underlying language (frames, first-order logic, etc.), and
vocabulary (i.e.. what objects will be part of the vocabulary of the system---often called
the system s ontology). Second, the language needs to be heuristically adequate---the
system must be capable of deducing the things that the designer wants deduced.

. wide variety of languages have been used for representing knowledge in planning
systems. It is not our intention here to provide any kind of comprehensive summary.
but rather to briefly mention a few of the competing possibilities. For a collection of
important papers in knowledge representation (presenting many of the key approaches),
-ie brachmanS5

.Many Al planning systems have opted for an internal knowledge representation
lan- ,age that closely resembles first-order predicate logic 'nilsson8O'. The advantages of
this choice are the clear semantics that logic enjoys, as well as the well-understood (and
sound) methods of deduct'on that can be employed to derive new knowledge from old
knowledge. Higher-order logics (meta-logic) and modal logics (dealing with issues such
as time) have also been employed, though they tend to amplify one of the most serious
problems that the logic approach has---it is usually quite inefficient.

Expert systems have popularized the use of more or less homogenous representation of
facts and rules. While these systems can be more efficient than general logic
representations, they gain this efficiency by sacrificing expressiveness. In addition. a
u irnihr o: fxtensions :reeo to be made to straight logic so as to represent vsiies ich ns
fl,'er':iirirV. anito cot roi -earch am mg the riles hayvoroth,3

.'crmntic nets,. co lections of nodes connected by arcs, were an early popular method
,or representing knowledge in deductive systems maidaS. These relatively
unstructured collections of data were later supplanted for the most part by frames.
structured collections of data that were grouped together to representational advantage

minskv85 . Each frame consists of labeled slots that can hold values, or can point to
other frames in a hierarchy. Frames allow for natural ways to deal with representation
i'sues II'iCh as default values, and allow for natural 'inheritance of attributes from

frames higher in the hierarchy (e.g.. a dog frame might be an instance of the mammal
,rame. and v.e could deduce certain properties of dogs because of things we know about



mammals). As with semantic nets, however, the true semantics of frames are not
always clear, and the kinds of deductions that can be made are sometimes similarly
imprecise. or implicit in the code that runs the system (difficult to exaluate as to
correctness or completeness).

Newer systems have attempted to incorporate hybrids of logi,. expert system rules.
frames, etc. into a singie flexible and powerul system. See, for exampie. the LOOP''
system discussed in stefik83.
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